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Partnership for the Future
Monty Vesper of Cotulla, Texas - State Star Farmer, state FFA secretary, and president
of the new National Junior Santa Gertrudis Association — has shown Santa Gertrudis
cattle 1 1 years and has built up his own registered herd of 60 head.
Join Monty — and the 600 other junior members of SGBI.
Finding personal and financial rewards in Santa
Gertrudis projects, they are helping to
advance America's first beef breed.

Youth and Santa Gertrudis. A partnership
for the future. Yours and ours.

Santa Gertrudis
An American Original.
(Available horned or polled)

SANTA
GERTRUDIS
BREEDERS
INTERNATIONAL
BOX

1257:

KlNGSVlLLr, TtXAS 78363
(512)592-9357
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said, "I ask

remain an inspiration for the future. That is an opportunity
offered to all FFA members of today. For the first time ever, FFA chapters,
members and other individuals are being asked to join with the National FFA
Foundation to raise the necessary money to make this dream come true.
Already, 10,000 FFA members have accepted the responsibility and you can
join them. There is more on page 10, telling how you can become a part of
ing the past that

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Harris;

FFA members when

White House. He

The FFA National Hall of Achievement. Sounds

Chaifman of the Board of Directors, National
Advisor
Byron F. Rawls ; Members of the
Board, John W. Bunten, Paul M. Day, J. C.
Hollis, Sidney E. Koon, Jr., Roger Lawrence,
Duane Nielsen, Les Thompson, J. W. Warren.
Executive Secretary, Coleman

all

at the

—

;

National

among

him

energy security."
It is very appropriate for the President to present this challenge to youth.
No one has a greater stake in the conservation of energy than the youth of
America. They are the ones who will reap the benefits to the fullest extent.
It is also appropriate that youth in agriculture
the FFA
should be asked
to take the lead. How could the industry of agriculture function without
energy?
Every FFA chapter in the nation should pick up the challenge. For more
information about how you can do that, see pages 16-17.
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AMERICAN ROYAL

Association,

sponsor of the American Royal Livestock show and rodeo, reports collapse
of the Kemper Arena roof will not af-

^6,500 In
prizes

Royal events. The Kansas City
show, held in conjunction with the National FFA Convention, will be moved
from Kemper to the older American
Royal Arena. Royal officials report ex-

fect

A^arcIecB Monthly

tensive building renovation in progress.

A SPECIAL RECEPTION

in

Kansas

City for the 1979 Honorary American

THREE PROPOSED
the national

FFA

amendments

to

constitution have been

approved by the Board of Directors for
delegate consideration. Official delegates at the

upcoming National FFA

Convention may

now

discuss for par-

liamentary action a Texas amendment
on number of delegates, a Connecticut
amendment on adding a parliamentarian
as an FFA office and a Michigan
amendment on revising opening and
closing ceremonies.

Draw the

Pirate

You may win one

of five $1,170.00 Art
Scholarships or any one of seventyfive $10.00 cash prizes.
Draw the Pirate any size except like
a tracing. Use pencil. Every qualified
entrant receives a free professional
estimate of his drawing.
Scholarship winners will receive
Fundamentals of Art taught by Art
Instruction Schools, one of America's
leading home study art schools. Our
objective is to find prospective
students who appear to be properly
motivated and have an appreciation

and liking for art.
Your entry will be judged in the
month received. Prizes awarded for
best drawings of various subjects
received from qualified entrants age
14 and over. One $25 cash award for
the best drawing from entrants age 12
and 13. No drawings can be returned.
Our students and professional artists
not eligible. Contest winners will be
notified.

Send your entry today.

Farmer degree recipients will be coordinated by the national FFA Alumni
Association. The reception, financed by
Delmar Publishers, will recognize the
efforts of this year's 163

honorary de-

The Alumni's annual
meeting will be on November 7 and 8
in Kansas City's H. Roe Bartle Center.
gree winners.

ALF CALDWELL,

a holder of FFA's
Farmer degree, will coordinate arrangements for the 1979 National FFA
Convention and National Agricultural
Career Show. Alf, a past member of the
Paris, Tennessee, FFA Chapter, was
employed as an exposition center facility manager before assuming duties as
assistant manager of the Kansas City
Convention Center. As a student at
Murray State University in Kentucky,
State

Alf earned all-conference football honThe Tennessee native also served as team advisor for the
Murray State rodeo team.

ors as a linebacker.

HEADING OVERSEAS
17 anxious

recently were

FFA members on

way

their

and work with host families in
ten foreign countries. The September
outbound group brought the number of
to live

FFA's

BOARD OF DIRECTORS,

shown

American
in

FFA members

participating

Work Experience Abroad

to 47.

Ap-

above, acted on a variety of business items during the meeting held July 23-26. National Advisor

plications for placement overseas by

Byron Rawls presided over

Department will have information on
WEA and other programs at the National FFA Convention and career
show. Below, participants leave the
FFA Center on the first leg of the journey abroad.

in session

the board,

his first time. Finalized items included

the approval of

788 candidates for the

1979 American Farmer degree and regional Star Farmer and Agribusiness
nominees.

next June are
National

FFA

now

being accepted

Center.

The

at the

International

MAIL THIS COUPON TO ENTER CONTEST

ART INSTRUCTION SCHOOLS
Studio 90-3540
500 South Fourth Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415

Please enter

my

montlily contest.

drawing

in

your
(please print)

Name
Occupation.

_Age_

Address

J^pt.-.

City

-State-

County^

_Zip_

Telephone Number.
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$2,000

FFA
the

CONTRIBUTION

Hall of Achievement

Wisconsin

Bemie

Staller,

to the

came from

FFA Alumni, reports
FFA Foundation execu-

The gift, largest by an
alumni association to date, qualifies the Wisconsin Alumni as a national gold sponsor of FFA. Staller
added that over 10,000 members have
tive director.

FFA

more to the Hall of
Achievement campaign. In other Foundation news. Farmland Foods, Inc.,
and Chevron Chemical Company now
contributed $1 or

support FFA as special project cosponsor and gold sponsor, respectively.
The National
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Hie Remington 22s. They're the widest choice

in rim fire

rifles today.

Compare what you

—

stand

Remington 22s with

get in

Model

for model, action for actioa they really
up. In features. In performance. In price. And in

others.

long-lasting value.

From

the serious small game hunter or
target shooter to the casual
weekend plinker, there's a Remington 22 for just
about everyone. And every one of our eighteen
precision

^

match

rifles is 100% American made, American serviced.
Choose your action. We have eight autoloading
models, two pumps, eight bolt actions. Some with scopes.
One for left-handers. Two sized for younger shooters. All
built tough to high quality standards.

In

fact,

every 'Tvtylon 66" autoloader is so durable
F that it carries a lifetime stock warranty.
Take a closer look at the longest
line of 22s today; see your Remington
dealer.

our

For more

details,

ask him

for

free full-color catalog or virite us.

^mington. €»
Remingtbn is a trademark registered in the United States Patent
and TYademark Office, and Nylon 66 is a trademark of Remington
Arms Company, Inc.. Bridgeport, Conn. 06602.
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Bobby Bei^er insists on authentic Western
st3riing— whether

it's

Rodeo-time, round-up
And Lee keeps

time, or just plain relaxing time.
thjg

world's

a winner
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saddle bronc rider looking like

the

way with Lee Rider jeans and
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£an do the same for you. The Lee Compa|ny,P.O.
Box 2940, Shawnee Mission. Kansas 66201..
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HOLIDAY FOODS
for

upcoming

should be plentiful
such as

traditional feasts

Thanksgiving. The US DA puts number
of turkeys raised this year at nearly 158
million, up 13 percent from last year
and a record high. A record high cranberry crop is also in the forecast, with
Massachusetts leading the way as the
nation's major cranberry producer. Depending on consumer demand, both
turkeys and cranberries should be reasonable buys for the holiday season.

remains the leading agricultural
market for the United States, according
to Secretary of Agriculture Bob Bergland. "There is a tendency to forget that
Russia is only one of scores of countries that buy U.S. farm products,"
Bergland said. "Japan bought more
U.S. feed grains last year than any
other country, including Russia, and it
has been doing that for the past ten
years or more. It was our best customer
for wheat and second as a market for
U.S. soybeans." Bergland said the U.S.
shipped 20 million tons of wheat, feed
grains and soybeans to Japan in 1978,
5 million tons

more than

to the Soviet

Union.

ELECTRICAL STIMULATION

ap-

pears to be the method of choice for the
future to increase tenderness in meat.

Find everything you need

Electrical stimulation of carcasses can

Dr. Steven Seideman, assistant professor of meat science at South Dakota
State University.

Seideman says the

USDA

intensive, averaging

more than

raised by 9 percent on electrical stimulated sides as

compared

to

non-

stimulated paired sides. Other methods

Carolina State University say the
biggest capital item is land, and land
prices have tripled over the past 12
years. Farmland prices are expected to

of tenderization discussed for use by
meat retailers include use of plant enzymes, natural aging, marinades and
high temperature aging.

rise,

commodity

prices, rapidly increasing

farm production costs and record high
interest rates. The economists say land
prices are the greatest barrier for

young

people wishing entry into farming.

Free Phone Order Service
1-800-558-9595
^.^
In Wisconsin

A /^

'OdCO
Fort Atkinson,

Wl 63538 Modesto, GA 95352

SODIUM BICARBONATE

added to
complete dairy rations may help fresh
cows adapt to high energy rations, improving both feed intake and milk
production, research at Pennsylvania
State University indicates.

FARM EXPORTS

totaled $27.3

biUion in fiscal year 1978, which ended
last September 30, 14 percent above the
previous year, according to a USDA re-

The ten major exporting states
were, in order: Illinois, Iowa, Texas,
California, Minnesota, Indiana, Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri and Ohio.
Soybeans, feedgrains, wheat, cotton
and tobacco comprised 71 percent of
the total U.S. agricultural export value

port.

cows

are fed large

Many

dairy

amounts of hay and

grain during the dry period, ex-

little

Penn State scientists. After calvcows are switched abruptly to high

plain
ing,

concentrate (high energy) ratios in

order to meet the energy demands necessary for high milk production. The
abrupt change often results in excess

rumen acidity and other metabolic problems, a situation that could be buffered
by doses of sodium bicarbonate

in fiscal 1978.

U.S.

OKRA may one day be a strong source
tropical belt.

your

even with changing

continue to

of protein and

many other supplies. Write for
FREE copy, Dept. AL-910.

quality grade has also been

sion service economists with North

U.S.

livestock, dairy, breeding,
soil testing and

grooming,

are capital-

in capital investment. Exten-

in

Nasco's Farm and Ranch
Catalog. Animal health,

increase tenderness by 25 percent, says

TODAY'S FARMS
$250,000

Supplies
by the
bushel

oil for

nations in the

The USDA's Science and

Education Administration and University of Puerto Rico scientists have
found okra to have a protein production
potential second only to wheat and soybeans. Okra also could compete with
safflower in oil production. Additionally, some varieties of okra competed with or exceeded soybeans,
sesame, peanuts and castor. In some
areas, such as Brazil, okra is so
trouble-free that it is known as a crop
that always pays. Protein and oil can be
precipitated by simple techniques.
October-November, 1979

FARMERS today

produce

2'/2

much

per man-hour of work as
in 1960
and more than ten times as
much as in 1930. Gains in farm produc-

times as

—

tivity, particularly since

World War

An

ideal gift, this popular

weathervane.

Available with a choice of many different figurines, such as horse, tractor,
cattle, hog and many more. Prices start
at $30.00. Use your Master Charge or

Visa card #.

II,

have been startling. Forty years ago,
for example, an acre of com yielded
only 20 bushels. Last year, the national
average yield for this most widely
planted of all U.S. crops was just above
100 bushels to the acre. World population reached four billion last year

and

WESTERN

expected to double within 35 years,
reaching eight billion by the year 2014.
Just to maintain present diets around
the world will also require a doubling
of global food production.

STORE.Inc.

418 WEST 1ST AVENUE
MILAN. ILLINOIS 61264

is

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-447-0520
Illinois
^&\\'%

\s

S fores

('n

Residents

call

1-309-787-1061

one of fhe /argesf ond mosf complefe Wesfern
Mid-Amer'co. SofisfocNon guaranteed on of/ orders.

able time to

come to a hospital to see someone

he didn 't even know. That kind of thoughtful-

H&R

ness

Readers Report

dent

AELEAG

As

Broken Arrow, Oklahoma

and

one

that says "Flitting

A

Stop To

Soring."

barrel"

for

many

years. This kind of article gives the

We now

have

pretty clean horses.

Model 176
Ten Gauge Magnums.

would

I

an article on the five-

like to see

and three-gaited horses. Also

I

would like to
good of the

see an article that talks about the

Those

wouldn't mind being interviewed and

I

TheH&RModell76is

some

others that

own walking

balanced to maximize

heaviest commercial

entitled

which appeared
sue.

12 gauge

steel shot.

are

Available

in

10, 12, 16

and 20 gauge, the Model

special shooting needs
fit

most anyone's budget.

interest

your excellent

August-September iswas very well written. We in Maryland

It

in the

Thanks
the FFA.

for

in her.

shotguns

and revolvers, send

I

ing other topics or

to

you

FFA members

as

hesitate to call.

Morton, Wyoming
Last May when our
held

its

Executive Secretary

FFA

school's

annual awards banquet,

I

chapter

was

I

had been attending these banquets for several

miss the banquet and the guest

to

I

this

Mark Sanborn.

it

brings importance of agriculture

I

me decide my career in

I

Thanks for
tional

fifty

golden years
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member

—

I

really hated to miss

that if they

had

Mark around

five minutes to spare to bring

to the hospital so

I

could meet

him. Pat did not go to the airport, but she did

APO, New York
I just received my

magazine.

this

magazine. The reason

took so long to arrive here

by boat. I'm

really

I

all

because

is

Mark Sanborn after the banquet. I
know what she and her ag advisor Terry

do

enjoy reading your

work, keep

fantastic

I'm here for two years, and
forward every month
Farmer.

A

I

into my
We had a very nice visit and it
made my day. Two months later, still
me a very warm, good feeling. This

students and

be looking

I'll

to receiving the

young man had

it

a very busy schedule,

ing a very busy year and yet he

is

hav-

managed

to

take time out to spend a half-hour of his valu-

Future

Jeffrey

Thomas

East Springfield, Pennsylvania

have now taken over publication of the

I

newsletter "Toy

Farm Equipment" which

&

is

Im-

plement."

Enclosed

new

the

is

a copy of an advertisement for

publication.

Two requests: 1) Would it be
me to reprint the article on Micro
F^ill

by Rod Vahl

Would

in its entirety in
it

be possible

my

a paid ad or an article that

I

do

am

possible for

Mini Tractor

my

publica-

to give

some

publication either as

collecting miniature farm

Mark Sanborn walked

room.

it

friend in the Air Force.

kind of promotion to

Slack told him, but the following evening

it

went

up.

don 't

had a delightful surprise when two of our

it

Air Force stationed in

in the

tion? 2)

gives

The Na-

Lemuel Draper

talk to

really

in

really appreciate

being changed to "Miniature Tractor

one.

hospital

I

I

There was a chance that my daughter, Pat,
was going to meet Mark at the airport and take
him out to our school. I half-jokingly told her

01440

i

agriculture.

years, as a teacher and later, as a parent and a

school board

think

and has already helped

in the

hospital feeling sorry for myself because

speaker National President

Gardner, Massachusetts

year in

United States today.

England riow.
magazine. You

Write Dept. NFFlO/79

Rowe

my sophomore

start

you pre-

pare articles for the magazine, please do not

ond jacket patch.

Industrial

about to

have only received four editions of the

in identify-

would have

Richardson, Inc.

I

your time and concern put into

can be of assistance

$2.00 for color catalog

Harrington

am

FFA.

interest

promoting Maryland and

FFA

For complete information

Owasso, Oklahoma

"The Lime Drivin' Kid,"

David A. Miller

rifles,

your August-September, 1979, issue! A
"podium" is a raised platform most frequently used by an orchestra conductor.
Reese Edwards
Extension Radio-TV Editor
North Carolina State University

your

proud of Jan and appreciate your

If

the answer to

priced to

much

read with

article

shell loadings, including

H&R

of them use a "lec-

all

]

I

on

found

I

interest-

magazine so far but I want to congratulate
staff on having the best magazine in the

Baltimore, Maryland

capabilities of today's

it is

podium." Nearly

I

Tim Bunyard

the ultimate performance

... and

frequently

tern" such as that one picmred on page 14 of

horses.

designed, weighted and

is

who

walking horse.

Special Shots.

76

former public speaking contest winner

However, I would like to point out that very
few public speeches are given from "behind
the

have shown and trained walicing horses

I

walking horse a bad name.

1

a

ing.

read your article in the August-September

issue, the

you

M. Hoopengarner

makes presentations before groups,
your article "502 Seconds ..." very
I

<
O
o

to let

you FFA'ers have.

all

while in high school and one

stock

CD

wanted

just

Raleigh, North Carolina

"lock,

^

I

outstanding national presi-

Alice

quality:

... For

rare these days.

is

know what an

all

I

could prepare on

models?

a vocational agriculture instructor and

the publication as a hobby.

interested

member

in

models when

I

I

about 25 years ago.

I

first became
was an FFA

also have a

book being published on the subject "Collecting Model Farm Toys of the World."

Raymond
Ttw NMiomil

E. Crilley
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Raise

,

much
money
as

as you
need!
a Pen-Pac for $1

Sell

Keep 50c PROFIT!
Make Big Profits for your school,
church, team or civic organization.

Friends and neighbors

gladly buy

will

Here's the easiest fund-raising

Everything You Need
come packaged

program around:

25 Pen-Pacs
•

50% profit!

Full

• Free

manua

fund raising leader!
•

No

carrying

!

guarantee your success.

backs, no order taking

call

Included!

carton per member. Also included
are contribution envelopes, a "how-to" manual, recordkeeping forms, even press releases. .. all designed to

Order

carton.

step-by-step

is

in a lightweight

no paperwork!
•

Nothing to

•

No

spoil!

Call Toll Free

heavy bulky packages

800-631-1068

to carry!
•

•

Monday through Saturday

No

hidden costs
even pay postage!

—

from anywhere

In

in

the continental

USA

New Jersey call collect 201-227-7920
In

Canada

1-800-268-5534

call

NO RISK —Pay only
your fund

after

ing

drive

AND

is

CALL TODAY or MAIL THIS COUPON now!

rais-

over
There are 25 Pen Pacs to each carry carton. Order

any
Pen-Pacs

return

leftover

We need to raise:

for full credit!

Pen-Pacs are a

at least

one carton

per member.

DSIOO

Please send Pen Pacs

real value!

Ship

200

D

D

$200
400

$300
600

DS

S500
000

Weii send the
quanlity you need.

1

to:

5 high quality ball-point pens with long-lasting ink

supplies and effective ink erasers

Outside,

its

"Thank You

handsome

blue

&

make up a Pen-Pac.
white design states,

your generous help." It would sell for
$1.95 in any store. You sell a Pen-Pac for $1.00 and
keep 50c profit. Since everyone needs and uses pens,
your funds really add up fast!

Organization

Slreel address

You Don't Risk

a

The at)ove shipping address

Area code

no

costs. Ever.

(

telephone

IS

a

if

under 21)

risk because

Zip

D School D Church D Business DHome
Area code

)

num tier

(

Other lelephone

CENT!

you don't have to invest a
penny. You have a full 60 days after you receive your
Pen-Pacs before payment is due. That gives you plenty
of time to complete your drive before you owe us a
penny. And you can return any leftover Pen-Pacs at
our expense. There are no hidden charges or extra
is

(Age

title

Stale

City

Home

There

Your

for

)

number where you can be reached

Have you ordered trom us
Ouf drive
IXI

will start

Number

of

QAparrmeni

D Yes P No

before'?

members
_

O Before

I

order, please send

more information

Sign Here

All

pen mmm^M^
fvu.s.
^
§

A subsidiary of Cadence Industries Corporation
Dept FR651,W. Caldwell, N-J, 07006

orders

will

be

confirmed by teleohone

Our 59th ^ear

2APP07

©1979

U.S.

Pen Company
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The FFA Hall of
Achievement
THE FFA Foundation's drive to raise
money for the FFA Hall of Achievement
is meeting with success. Contributors to
date include 10,000 FFA members.
Alumni groups, major companies and
other individuals. The drive is still going
on with special effort planned for this fall
that will reach every FFA chapter across

the nation.

The drive
Achievement

for

the

started

FFA

last

Hall of
winter (see

February-March, 1979, issue, page 11)
and will continue until the $600,000 goal
is reached. The drive is headed by Roland M. Hendrickson, president of the
Agricultural Division of Pfizer, Inc., a

Mark Sanborn,

FFA

Pres., hational

Support the New FFA
Hall of Achievement
with Your $ 1 Contribution
Join with over 10,000 FFA members from 42
states who have already contributed. Here's what
your $1 will do:

former teacher of vocational agriculture

who

also

is

Fund a lasting tribute to FFA for
members, advisors and the general

The Hall of Achievement

FFA members
learning.

It

Put your

List

your chapter

Honor

Roll

if

in

1

FFA

been sent

to your

To date, these companies have

will be
sponsored by Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. This major exhibit area is a
quick historical review of the early
growth of agriculture in the nation. A

all

special "time-line" graphic history will
then present major milestones in the history of FFA

00%

FFA Advisor

Center, near Alexandria, Vir-

made commitments.
The Milestones of Progress

participation.
Details have

in agriculture, agribusiness

sources.
Several exhibits will be sponsored by

the President's

you have

exhibits

Contributions for the Hall of
Achievement are coming from many

own name on permanent display

(Ask your advisor to send
names of those who contribute from
your chapter.)
•

many

ginia.

industry.

at the Hall.

will contain

and displays that will tell the story of FTA
and agriculture. It is expected that the
facility will provide reference books,
documents, research papers, studies and
specialized magazines giving the most
recent ideas, techniques and approaches

tional

Make your chapter eligible for 1 of 3
$500 grants provided by the Agricultural
Division of CIBA-GEIGY Corporation.
Only chapters having 100% of members
participating are eligible for this drawing.

•

will serve

nationwide as a center for

and the natural resource field. These
materials will be compiled from sources
throughout the nation. The Hall of
Achievement will be located at the Na-

public.
•

FFA

1980.

used today
•

chairman-elect of the

Foundation Sponsoring Committee for

this

month.

Join to Build the Showcase of
Give Your $1 Today.
For more informaiion write:

NATIONAL FFA FOUNDATION
Sponsoring Committee
P.O. Box 51 17 Madison, Wl 53705

FFA

The FFA Library is sponsored by
& Company. This will be a re-

Deere

source center serving the information
needs of current and future students in all
fields of agriculture. Deere
Company
will also sponsor the Auditorium Gallery.

&

The "Learning To Do"

exhibit area

be sponsored by Ptlzer, Inc., Agricultural Division. The exhibit will
will

show career areas to which FFA members
aspire: agricultural production, mechanics, horticulture, processing, supply

and service, forestry and natural

re-

sources.
10
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FUTURE FARMER

.

Why you
should consider

a Slurrystore
manure handling
system for new
.®

liiiestock housing.
Manure is a valuable product.
And the handling and storage
it

is

an important factor

in

of

labor

and overall profit in
hog and beef installations

efficiency
dairy,

you are building.
Check these features and
benefits of a Slurrystore®

system:
1.

More storage

for

each dollar

concrete pit. Compare
costs. You can offer a better
quality building package at equal

than a

or

full

lov\/er

cost.

Slurrystore structures help
put the lid on foul-smelling

2.

odors of ammonia. Manure is
moved out of confinement areas
into high storage structures so
stock breathe fresher, cleaner
air. Fly problems are reduced.
Livestock do better. And there's
less risk of runoff, water pollution
and other contamination.
3. Choose the storage capacity
you need with sizes from 50,000
to 900,000 gallons. There are 11
basic storage units with
diameters from 25 to 81 feet,
sidewalls from 14 to 23 feet.
4. Exclusive new pump and new
center agitation is available to
promote uniform manure mixing.

convertible models which are

Structures are easier to clean out
with this new system. Manure
can be stored for months and
moved to application equipment
when time is available.

available.

Structures may be moved to a
new location if necessary.
8. More dollar for dollar value in

7.

Glass fused to steel. With a
Slurrystore system you get the
strength of steel and the
6.

the proven design and
construction of the Slurrystore
system. Designed by A. 0. Smith
Harvestore Products, Inc., and
sold through Harvestore system

right

dealers.

5.

durability of glass.

Capacity can be expanded
on the farm by adding
another ring of sheets on

r

SLURRYSTORE SYSTEM
D

Yes. ..I'd

like

more

facts

on the Slurrystore Manure Management System.

coupon to: Rick Jones
Smith Harvestore Products. Inc.
550 West Algonquin Road • Arlington Heights.
Mail this

A, 0.

IL.

60006

NAME

COMPANY
ADDRESS

.

TYPE OF OPERATION

PHONE

,

NFF1079M .CJ

.

.

within the pages of The National

TURE FARMER

Planning

The show

will continue to feature ex-

by agricultural-related trade

hibits

Hie 52nd

FU-

magazine.
or-

ganizations, professional societies and

government agencies.

A

FFA

lighting

many FFA chapters, the National
FOR
FFA Convention the culmination of
is

a year's hard work.
Similarly, many of the organization's
most involved members end their high

talent

CONVENTION
HIGHLIGHTS

cafeteria for

members and advisors will be located in
the show area along with a stage spot-

National
Convention

1979

groups entertaining

during the convention.
Those successful leadership workshops sponsored by the FFA Alumni the
past two years will be available once
more. Group and personal dynamics,
public speaking and career orientation
are topics that will be explored during the
different workshops.

members packed
workshop sessions. This

Tuesday, November 6
9:00 a.m.

Early Registration

1:00 p.m.

Opening of The National Agricultural
Career

— Roe
—

Show

H.

2:00 p.m.

Business Session

^Auditorium

7:30 p.m.

Vespers Program

National Officers

—

Wednesday, November 7
8:00 a.m.

Registrations

8:30 a.m.

Meats Contest
Farm Business Management Contest
Millc Quality and Dairy Foods Contest

9:00 a.m.

Opening Session

Last year over 1,200

—

FFA with the tap of the
gavel adjourning the annual national

each of the

year, a session has been added to ac-

National Chapter Safety

gathering.

commodate even more members.

FFA Alumni, Opening

school career in

The 52nd National Convention

will

take place in Kansas City, Missouri, as

it

has since 1928. Your national officers
and staff have already done most of the
ground work to make this year's meeting

November

7-9, 1979, of

FFA members

a

great one

Besides staff involvement, there is the
work of the Kansas
City advisory committee. This group of
interested citizens meets prior to the convention to make sure things go as planned
for the largest convention that comes to
often unrecognized

their city.

This year's convention will have some
features
particularly the first ever

—

new

national finals for an extemporaneous

Action on the main convention floor
will continue at the brisk, exciting pace
that has made the convention famous.
The final judging of the prepared public
speaking contest on Wednesday night is
likely to pack the Municipal Auditorium
and the excitement won't decrease. Con-

American Farmer degrees, the
Show and the naming of the
two "Stars Over America" on Thursday

way for the election of
six new National FFA Officers on Friday.
Well-known speakers spaced through
the program will come from a diversity of
fields and interests. Already slated to appear on stage are Dr. Robert Schuller, a
famed orator on the power of positive
thinking; Cotton Ivy, called "the

new

Agricultural

1:00 p.m.

Worl<shops

is

to

be the

on Friday afternoon as FFA Day
unfolds with a rodeo and special entertainment. The famous American Royal

Speaking Contest

day prior

Third Convention Session

his Call

To The Convention, wrote

chapters

who

trip to

National Prepared Public Speaking

Contest

Thuisday, November 8
7:00 a.m.

Livestock Contest

9:00 a.m.

Poultry Contest

Fourth Convention Session
Agricultural Proficiency

will

to

send representatives:
to

make

the

National Chapter

Preparing For Progress.

public speaking contest. Another feature
is the expanded National Agricultural

Career Show. This year's show will be in
the H. Roe Bartle Exhibition Hall where
it is

accommodate more exby national Foundation sponsors as

located to

hibits

well as
12

many

advertisers that appear

1:00 p.m.

National FFA Leadership

2:00 p.m.

Fifth

Workshops

Convention Session

American Farmer Degrees
3:00 p.m.

National FFA Leadership

6:45 p.m.

National FFA Talent

7:45 p.m.

advantage of

meet FFA

this

opportu-

gates and officers from all over the

United States. Share your ideas with
them and see how you can improve your
chapter."

The national
members who
contest or

FFA

dress code and

officers

remind fellow

attend any convention,

event to remember the
Code of Ethics for all

Sixth Convention Session

FFA Foundation
Stars Over America Pageant

Friday,

November 9

9:15 a.m.

Seventh Convention Session
International Activities

Announcement

of

Judging Contest

Winners
Election of

leadership

representatives, dele-

Workshops

Show

Sponsor Recognition

to

programs and contests. Plan

to take

members

Awards

FFA Alumni, Second Session

most of

Kansas City by planning

agricultural career exhibits,

ahead

Awards

BOAC Awards

participate in the convention sessions,

nity to

Band Concert

National FFA

,

"We want you

FFA theme

Leadership Workshops

National

7:30 p.m.

to the

National

serve as an

FA

3:00 p.m.

November 3 the SaturFFA Convention.
President Mark Sanborn, in

parade will be on

will

Second Convention Session
National Extemporaneous Public
Delegate Business Session

attrac-

tion

introduction for the 1980

by FFA

Honorary American Farmer Degrees

The American Royal

The Convention also

—Conducted

Horticulture Contest

2:00 p.m.

speaker.

training

Mechanics Contest

National FFA Leadership

Alumni

Royal show star entertainer. Leaders in
government and agriculture will likely

your

Bartle

12:30 p.m.

Will Rogers" and a rousing humorist;
Stella Parton, this year's American

appear as well as yet another celebrity

Awards

—

Session

Dairy Cattle Contest

Talent

night will pave the

FFA Convention

10:00 a.m.

ferring of

FFA

Bartle

Tours to Points of Interest

1:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

FFA Day

1979-80 National

at the

Officers

American Royal

Closing Convention Session
Installation of

1979-80 National

Officers

Special Entertainment

Hopefully, in light of the energy crisis,
chapters will also honor the attendance
policy of the organization and limit the
number of chapter delegates to six mem-

bers or 10 percent of chapter membership, not including individual award
winners.
The National

FUTURE FARMER

If

you can carry on a Iradition..
il
M*
11
*r.«

.fmn^
V

•.

^^l^

^>

'i
"^

%

L...

M

Marine Corps tradition is one
and pride. And, as a
Marine, you learn to carry it on.
You learn an important job skill
of strength

from those who know

their trade,

You sharpen your confidence
with tough physical training.
And, then, you walk with pride.
Because you've earned a part in

the tradition of the Corps. Find
out more about us. Mail the card
or call 800-423-2600, toll free.

In California, 800-252-0241.

Maybe you con be
oneofus.^'"

i.

The Few.
The Proud.
The Marines.

'

The
PRESIDENT

Jimmy

Carter raised his

eyes from the lectern before him,
slowly scanning his guests in blue and
gold jackets. The Rose Garden that graces
the White House lawn became hushed, a
silence that would break only with the
president's words. FEA officers gathered
in the garden sensed the challenge already.
"I today ask you," the president began,

"...

to take the lead

among

all

other

youth groups in the United States in the
war for energy security. I am asking every
FFA chapter in this country to get involved
... in conserving energy and in finding
new ways to use it more efficiently. It has
to come from you. I caimot do it for you.
Are you willing to accept the challenge?"
With that, resounding applause from
the state and national FFA officers
signaled a hearty commitment.

The

presi-

dent had identified adequate supplies of

and food as most important proHe had also
identified those he will rely on to provide:
"I am going to depend upon the FFA to
fuel

visions for world security.

Accompanied by the National FFA

take the lead in energy conservation.
Officers, President Carter

Photo by Jeffrey linnant

addresses the State Presidents' Conference participants.

nation desperately needs you, and

I

Our

am

sure that our nation will not be disap-

pointed in you."

After his speech, the president greeted each of his guests.

Photo by Bill Stagg

'>-v

'«»•*
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President's Challenge
/^The national advisor responds:
of them. But

FFA can be

involved
problem.
"This is an opportunity directed even to
the member of the smallest chapter in this
country. He or she is being addressed by
the president of the United States through
the FFA regarding a national problem.
"The presidential challenge is not a
new contest or program. It ties right in
with already existing FFA programs the
BOAC program as an example. The challenge is a thread that can tie almost all of
our existing award programs together.
"Energy permeates almost everything
in both

in the solution as well as the

—

Byron Rawls

"rw^HE

president has identified the two

M. most pressing world problems as
and food. We're definitely involved

fuel

we do. FFA members, whether production
or agribusiness oriented, can all help conserve energy. This is a challenge to the

FFA member's

imagination

new and

ways

—

create

to

accomplish today's tasks. For instance, we might answer the question of how to plow the same
better

to

field with half the fuel.

"1 believe the president was very sincere in selecting the FFA as a vehicle

through which he could demonstrate
youth's concern with a national problem.
When a youth expresses serious concern
about a problem, adults will listen."

The national president accepts:
congregate

at the

was given the

White House. A plaque
and then the chief

of state spoke, issuing his unique challenge to FFA. A few minutes later, Mark
accepted on behalf of all

FFA members the

president's invitation to face

and solve our

national problems with food and fuel:

Mark Sanborn
Mark
L Sanborn
thanked President Jimmy
Carter for allowing members of the FFA to
10:20 a.m. on July 19, 1979,

AT

"Mr. President, before you stands a
group that eagerly accepts constructive
challenge. You asked us to join our hands
and our hearts in addressing the problem
of the energy that you mentioned.
"We want you to know that we have
already joined our hands and hearts in
accepting your guidance and direction in

The Challenge
Now

it's

up

to you.

You can be the
among your
them up for the

spark that starts the fire

chapter members;

fire

been outlined

among

to spark ideas for action

the nation's

FFA

stance, chapters can

chapters. For in-

work

in areas of in-

creasing energy efficiency in crop and
agricultural
livestock production,

the battle for energy security

processing and marketing and greenhouse
and nursery operations. Other topics include reducing home energy and highway
fuel consumption; reducing school, business, factory and community building energy consumption and increasing general

is

all

he's

asking.

Many

chapters are busy formulating

plans to participate in

Challenge."

vowed

One

"The

President's

chapter has already

to win. President Carter plans to

present a special presidential award to the

one

FFA

chapter that does the most out-

standing job in carrying out a fight against
the energy crisis. But

mere

program, regardless of who wins the
award, will better you, your chapter and
community.
Six major energy-emphasis topics have
in the

October-November, 1979

energy conservation awareness.
Each of these areas lends itself well to
many opportunities for you and your
chapter to implement ideas in the war for
energy security." An "ideas for action"
packet is available by writing The President 's Challenge,
National FFA
Center, P.O. Box 15160, Alexandria, Vir'

participation

'

%

we can

as future farmers.

"We will directly accept your challenge
two ways. First, by addressing the challenge you presented and encouraging
chapters across the United States to participate actively in energy conservation. But
secondly, we pledge to you that we will
continue to train and develop the kind of
young people with leadership, citizenin

have made

ship, skills

and

you great

as president of the United

—

abilities that

the qualities that have produced
such a great leader like yourself.
"Mr. President, we gladly accept your
States

challenge."

Yours

Is

The president is counting on FFA to
come through. A commitment to join in

fight.

doing whatever

president,

A commitment card and information on the challenge has been
mailed to your chapter advisor. The card
may also be used to obtain the action
ginia 22309.

packet.

The program

will run

from August,

A

commit1979, through June 15, 1980.
tee comprised of representatives from the
White House; U.S. departments of energy, transportation and agriculture and
the U.S. Office of Education will judge

chapter involvement on the state and national level.
,

T am going to depend upon y ou " said
President Carter, "to pay the personal
'

own lives necessary to
guarantee the freedom of this nation
through restoring our energy security."
FFA members, the challenge is yours.
prices in your

17

.

stockmen!
SAVE $10.00
on

Getting an Alumni Going
This chapter found the Alumni was easy
to start and fast to grow.

complete

this

SHOW

KIT

By Robert Brown

ON

June

1

,

1978 a charter meeting for
members and form,

signing alumni

FFA Alumni
community room
of the local bank. Ten members must be
signed to form a chapter. At this first
meeting about 30 members were signed,
ing the LeRoy, Illinois,

Chapter was held

officers

A Great Christmas

Gift

Kit Includes:
Show-Poo

lished.

Glycerine Bar

One

Show Wax

• 6 oz.
• 14-1/2 oz.

Spray Foam
32 oz. Show Oil
32 oz. After Show
14 oz. Show Adhesive
9" Aluminum Scotch Comb
Plastic Curry
Toter Carrier

•
•
•

•
•

2828
P.O.

filiate

Alumni Af-

least

as

as there were

many
FFA

In order to insure the success of the

—

Sale Supply Co.

ings per year and executive committee

meetings as needed. Executive meetings
have been used to plan activities and to
secure people to assist with those jobs as
necessary, then to analyze the results of
completed activities and programs. The
first FFA chapter meeting of the year was
held in August before school started to
allow the new Alumni members and

DEC. 31. 1979

In

YOUR

OWN
SPARE
TIME or
FULLTIME

SHARPENING BUSINESS!
our

at

FFA Alumni Affiliate, meetings were
two chapter meetheld to a minimum

You risk nothing by accepting
offer to see how easily
you can turn your spare time
into big Cash Profits with your

members

FFA members

FFA corn plot,
held a chapter land-use judging contest,
eratively harvested the

operated a football concession stand,
judged a chapter parliamentary procedure contest consisting of seven chapter
teams, participated

in the

National

FFA

Convention as national Alumni delegates
from Illinois, provided drivers to FFA
events and helped prepare FFA members
for livestock and meats judging contests.
At the winter Alumni Affiliate meeting held at a local smorgasbord, the
executive secretary of the Illinois vo-ag
teachers was the guest speaker. A summary of the Alumni's activities and
future plans were discussed. Alumni
"Service Awards" were initiated and
three were presented to members that had
provided excellent leadership and outstanding services to better both chapters.

These accomplishments are quite remarkable considering the Alumni chapter had been in existence only a little over
six months. Furthermore, the members'
activities were not yet complete. During
the winter and spring seasons, the

Alumni continued

to prepare

FFA mem-

to get acquainted. Fol-

bers for livestock, crops, meat, milk,

lowing a pot-luck hamburger cook-out
and Softball at the city park, a short meet-

dairy and speaking contests: provided

ing

was held to jointly plan activities.
By the end of August some activities
had already been completed. The Alumni
had helped chapter members plant the
FFA corn plot and participated in a Corn
Plot Field Day. Some Alumni members

tests in the chapter, sectional

had attended the state FFA convention
and helped with the section FFA fair.

ord books for State Farmer degrees and
foundation awards; participated in the
FFA chapter's parent-member banquet;
and continued to supply the monies for
plaques for FFA members that win at
chapter contests.

Alumni member Steve Jiles and Advisor
Bob Brown checking on FFA corn plot.

crops contest sponsored by the Alumni.

chapter

On

goals, other than re-

by securing

Alumni members
chapter members.

5lh Street. Oept. SSJ-749.
11126. Carter Lake. Iowa 68110

HURRY OFFER EXPIRES

first

obtain recognition for the

North

Box

of the

ceiving a plaque for the chapter, was to

As a added bonus we will include our "How To
Show Cattle And Win" book. A complete guide from
breed histories to show ring techniques. A $4.95
value FREE with each Show Kit purchase.

Show &

were elected, dues were paid, a

was completed, a constitution
adopted and a plan of action was estabroster

Show
• 2 lb.
• 8 oz.

at the

After the start of school

and the FFA Alumni members had coop-

drivers to functions; judged at
levels; assisted

FFA

and

FFA members

con-

district

with rec-

this

30-DAY

own Complete Sharpening
Shop. No selling ... no previous experience needed. Our

FREE
TRIAL

(amous

Sharp-All

and

show-

how instruction set you up
make $200. $500. $700

OFFER

to

Keith

Mathews

assisting with the

FFA

a

month CASH sharpening Saws,
Knives. Scissors. Lawnmowers.
Shop and Garden Tools
.cC.1l)Al
»• »rtt 1 ^" cutting edges,
Ih

r
1

ii'i

uf

Send for

all

the facts!

Our Free Book

tells

how

to start a profitable, lifetime home
sharpening
business,
how \A/e help you gro\A/,
how we'll finance you.
Sent)

(or

BELSAW SHARP-ALL CO.,

No
•YES,

• please

• CilcSUK

18

Oblieation...

ED
send

FR[[

couDon b«low

Field BIdg.

No Salesman

BEISAW,6063

me the

tlETiili -mjil

6063

fflff

Field BIdg,

BOOK

pOilcjid

O'

Kansas

City.

TODAyi

Mo.64111

Will Call

Kansas

that gives

Cily.

Mo.

full

details.

64111
•

z,o_
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"My friends told me could never
stay on a running deer witti a scope
I

in this brushi.

But

picture gives

my 'TV screen' sight

me the edge. That's

why need my Redfield!'
I

"Almost every shot you'll get here is on moving, and
usually running, deer. This Widefieid's extra field-ofview (up to 30%) keeps me right on ... as close as
15 yards, or beyond 150 yards. It helps me find the
animals quicker and lead them better, to squeeze
off more accurate shots every time'.'
Put your money on a Redfield Widefield* and
you'll get what you're paying for. A streamlined
"Low Profile" design, for lower receiver mounting
and better cheek-to-stock fit. Exact repeatability
from snag-proof adjustment knobs. Tough, lightweight construction and superior optics that stand
up to years of hunting and magnum recoil.
Choose from a wide selection of fixed and
many with
variable power Widef ields
Accu-Trac™ the ultimate edge for long shots.
Accu-Trac incorporates both a rangefinder and
a bullet-drop compensator. Easy to operate as 1,
2, 3, it puts you dead-on target out to 600 yards with
no holdover, all in less than 10 seconds.
Add the most complete and most copied mounts
in the world, and you can put together the finest
scope system for the money available today.
To get all the details, mail 25c with your name
and address to: Redfield, Dept. 173, 5800 East
Jewell Ave., Denver, CO 80224. We'll send you our
1979 Catalog plus a fluorescent sight-in target.
.

.

.

You need a

An Outdoor

Si3orts

Company

Livestock

Production for a
Specialized Market
Jeff

and Hunter Gillette have hit upon a niche,
and a market, in the veal industry.
Jeff, left,

and Hunter

A HARD

winter's

snow

drifted into

and natural slope to manipulate temperaThe barn has a 6-12 pitch, which

two of the pens
15-week period.

Willette stand behind

that hold Holstein bull calves for a

hands over a den stove. "We buy them
from the Amish people in Pennsylvania.
They do good woodwork for a reasonable
his

high piles against the Willette famveal barn. With the coming of eve-

ture.

thermometers dropped well below freezing. The
barn, with no heating units or mechanical
means to raise the temperature, should

rise.

price.

lation

they can be completely disassembled for
cleaning purposes."

ily

's

ning, North Carolina hilltop

become too cold

for the well-being of the

108 veal calves being raised inside. Howseem comfortable, bel-

ever, the calves

lowing for supper.
Inside, brothers Jeff and Hunter
Willette busily shuffle large white milk
buckets from one wooden pen to the
next, hurrying to supply each calf with a
bucket of its own. They aren't hurrying
because it's cold, though. In fact, the
room temperature is a pleasant 55 degrees. Wearing only his Bartlett- Yancey,
North Carolina, FFA jacket, Jeff's the
first to explain the barn's warmth.
"It's called natural ventilation," he
says, taking a break from the feeding

"Most barns use forced air systems for heating but this one uses vents
chores.

means that every 12 feet there 's a six-inch
The roof also has insulation panels.
The pitch, opening of the eaves and insucan be used to create a convection

current to heat or cool the air."

The

barn, 42 by 80 feet,

is

divided into

three separate rooms. Ridge ventilators

allow air to escape from the top and air
intakes are constructed on the floor level.
Air movement is controlled by adjusting
top and bottom ventilators in each room.
Year round temperatures never exceed 90
degrees nor drop below 50 degrees. But
the barn itself isn 't the only unique item
in the

Willette operation.

The narrow

calf pens have a story, too.

The feeding done. Hunter and Jeff
to the inviting family home, a

move

sprawling log house built by the Willettes
filled with western decor, wood

and

stoves and antiques.

"Each room in the barn has two rows
of calf pens," continues Jeff, warming

Al Willette talks with sons Jeff, hlunter and Bartlett- Yancey
Advisors Chuck Sadler, far right, and Cy Vernon.

The pens

are also unique in that

The pens, made of white oak board,
measure 2 by 5 feet and feature removable slatted bottoms and head-gates.
"Also," chimes in Hunter, "the pens
have squeeze boards that can be closed to
prevent the calf from sticking its head
out."

Each pen
calf, usually

in the Willette

bam

young Holstein

holds a

bulls. After

delivery to the barn at the age of three
days, calves are kept and fed for a 15week period in the veal bam before being

shipped to markets in the northeast.
"Most of the meat goes to ethnic
groups," explains Jeff, his knowledge of
the marketing aspect well-rounded.
"Fancy Italian restaurants use veal for a
variety of dishes, and hospitals buy it
(Continued on Page 33)

Veal barns should always be clean, dry and draft-free such
as this Valleybrook Farm facility in upper New York.
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future FARMER

Entering the age of Rapid Farming
witli tlie

Tractor Specialist
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5

mph

(8

km/h)

tillage is

here. Just in time for you.

Rapid Farming? Basically

means matching the

it

size of the

implement to the available
horsepower of the tractor so
you can farm at 5 mph (8 km/h).

And while 5 mph may not
seem much faster than traditional tillage

speeds,

it

can

make a

El

big difference

A

break with

in

tradition.

quality of soil working
and,
most important, it can appreciably extend service life of the
tractor drive train.

be

Of course, you need a certain
kind of tractor. And Case has
done something about this.
Shown above is our new 2590
designed for Rapid Farming's

specialist

.

doing something about it.

.

.

It

could

just in time for you.

we're
the tractor
J Case
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^^^^^k
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ATenneco Company

Agricultural

Equipment

Division

700 State Street Racine, Wl 53404

USA

The Best in the West
In Swine Proficiency
Alan Samber started with one sow, took
time to study and found success.

Above, Alan's flock of show sheep seem
know who's carrying supper. Left,
Alan surveys the sows in his confinement
to

farrow-to-finlsh

hog operation.

happy, though, until his 150-sow capacity farrow-to-fmish operation is at full
capacity.

"To achieve production growth, we
get rid of animals," Alan says, ready to

"We go

through a culling prosow misses two
estrous cycles, she goes to market. We
can't afford retention of stock that won't
reproduce adequately."
With the help of his father, George,
Alan has constructed superior facilities
for the purpose of handling hundreds of
swine, from breeding to birth to fattening. The swine breeding phase is closely
monitored, insuring a high conception
rate and sow and litter health. The production cycle begins during the average
three-day period of a sow's estrous
explain.

cess every year. If a

majestic Rocky Mountains,
THE
somewhat synonymous with the

name Colorado,
entrance to Alan

are yet to be seen

Samber 's farm

upon

in Ster-

Colorado. Sterling lies in the northeastern part of the state, nestled between
the great plains of the midwest and the
range of the ancient Rockies. For an agriculturist, however, scenery is evident in
the form of a most productive swine and
sheep enterprise.
At age 18, Alan has amassed an enterprise of livestock numbering over 150
ewes and 75 sows. His total confinement
hog operation teeters at near capacity
with 1,200 head of swine under care at
any one time. Indicative of his competence in the swine industry, Alan is national finalist of the western region in
FFA's Swine Production proficiency
award program.
Registered Hampshire sheep also
roam the Samber place, some of which
carry distinctions of blue ribbons from
prestigious stock shows around the counling,

"When I
Alan

started increasing the stock,"

"I had to learn quickly
about production management methods.
Vo-ag helped but a lot of my information
recalls,

came from

reading.

I

dug up some old

animal husbandry books dating back to
the '50s and read them all. Some of the
rations suggested had peanuts in the
them, something I never tried."
With 22 acres of corn, Alan grows
most of his own feed for his animals.
Presently, he doesn't plan on raising
peanuts.

Alan and his brother, Johnny, 32, hanmost of the chores on the farm.
They've set up a 50-50 partnership, an
arrangement that should allow for continued growth in both sheep and swine
phases of the operation. Alan does spend
time showing his registered Hampshires,
an activity he feels pays off by exposing
dle

his quality stock.

"I
ling

show under my name and

FFA

Chapter," he said.

the Ster-

"My name

started

has got to be associated with these expensive animals but the chapter gets some
recognition, too, whenever I show."

with a supervised project of one crossbred sow, eight crossbred ewes and one
ram. The chapter pig chain afforded Alan
another sow, and since then, his interest
in swine has never waned. In fact, expansion has always been his goal.

Alan's enterprise has been a learn-asyou-go, pay-as-you-go growth process.
From the beginning, he has increased
both sheep and swine numbers by careful
selling of lambs and litters and selective
retention of quality stock. He won't be

try.

A

22

Sterling

FFA member, Alan

period.

The 14-pen
age 112 days

becomes
sows for an aver-

gestation barn

shelter for the pregnant

until parturition, or litter-

During the gestation period, and especially near farrowing, the sows are fed
an additive to improve pig vigor. "It's
ing.

easy to get the sow too fat," cautions
Alan, expounding on the virtues of the
daily ration of corn, oats and milo. "You
want the feed to provide nutrition for the
pigs the sow is carrying. Over- fatted
sows often have trouble during farrowing. We strive to maintain the sow's
weight without adding fat."
Up-to-date records on each sow indicate when farrowing time is approaching. When the time is near, sows are
transferred to a 28-crate farrowing house
designed in four quarters. Since only 14
sows are moved from the smaller gestating barn, half the farrowing house is
empty.
"Our reason for that," says Alan, "is*
primarily for cleaning purposes. Each
(Continued on Page 40)
The National

FUTURE FARMOl

End results of
animal agriculture

Photos courtesy United Dairy Industry Assn.,
National Live Stock & Meat Board.

Worlung together, "we can keep people
^rell fed in our OMrn country and others
Producers of meat and milk have a big job to do.
age young people who are interested in agriculture.
Populations are growing in our country and worldFor more than 20 years, our contributions have
wide along with a desire for more and better food.
helped honor outstanding FFA and 4-H members.
With ever-changing agricultural technology,
During the same period, we've steadily expanded
American farmers, ranchers and feeders rely more
our college scholarship program.
and more on outside assistance from suppUers of
In the 1979-80 school yesir, outstanding ag
educational help, financial counseling, veterinsiry
students will be awarded MoorMan scholarships at
service, feeds, other products and services.
29 Land-Grant universities.
As one of the many links in the food chain, we've
Within the limits of our resources, we'll continue to
steadily intensified our company's liveencourage young people. At the same time,
stock nutrition research, product developwe'll do our best to continue providing
ment and on-the-spot feed counseling with
meat and milk producers with high-quality,
JfoorJfans
ranchers, farmers and feeders.
high-performance feed products, equipAlso, we believe it's importsmt to encourMo«mar Mfg co Quincy
S230I
ment and on-the-spot feed coiinseling.
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Farm Credit Service
farmers,

— America's

leading source of financing for

—

originator of Agrifax
the leading farm recordkeeping system. It's a complete service, personalized to provide accurate, detailed information
precisely what you want for good
is

also

ttie

.

,

.

and help in making sound management decisions. Agrifax
provides the kind of information you need to help run an efficient and
profitable farming operation. Good records on today's farms are a
must. Agrifax can help you maintain such records. For more on Credit
Plus information on how Agrifax can help you, contact your local
planning,

.

.
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Farm Credit representative.

Credit

.

.

.

Plus!

.

A Junior PCA
A LOAN

program has been established between the Central

Valley Production Credit Association and the James
cooperative
Wood FFA Chapter in Winchester, Virginia.

effort

A

between the two groups has resulted

in the establishment

of a Junior Production Credit Association (PCA) at James
Wood High School. According to Robert Carpenter, general
manager of Central Valley Production Credit Association, the
main purpose of the Junior PCA is to "provide cooperative
education, a financial training experience and financial assist-

ance to FFA members. The educational aspect of the program
is as important as the fmancial assistance."
Carpenter adds, "We see an ever increasing need for young
farmers to be astute businessmen as well as efficient producers
of agricultural commodities. They must be able to understand
and utilize available credit effectively if they are to survive in
this time of limited returns on high dollar investments."
The student-operated Junior PCA at James Wood is the only
established program of its type in the Baltimore Farm Credit
District (an area of five states). A student loan committee and a
group of four student loan officers are the backbone of the
program.
To apply for a loan, a chapter member merely contacts one
of the student loan officers and submits an application. The
loan officer then makes a brief investigation and develops a
completed credit report with a recommendation to the student
loan committee.
Members of the student loan committee come from each of
the four vocational agriculture options at James Wood; production, business, horticulture and mechanics. Robert Harper,
instructor of the agribusiness option, serves as advisor to the
committee. The committee carefully considers each loan application and then makes a final recommendation to the Central Valley Production Credit Association. Central Valley then
approves or rejects each loan request.
Roger L. Crosen, credit manager for Central Valley, coordinates the Junior PCA program and provides basic training to
interested FFA members. Students receive instruction in completing financial statements and providing information necessary to obtain a loan. They are advised as to collateral requirements and the implications of failing to meet scheduled loan
payments. The financial and farm management information
will be beneficial to the Future Farmers, enabling them to
better operate their

own

business or agricultural enterprises.

Billy Schuller receives the first Junior PCA check from Mr.
Robert N. Carpenter, general manager. Central Valley PCA.

Year after year after year, d-CON has
all other rat bait combined.
Last year, more d-CON® Rat Killer
was sold than ever before. The
reason's pure and simple. d-CON
works.
Only d-CON has the exclusive
toxicant Wincon? d-CON wipes out
everything from your biggest,
outsold

toughest, most destructive rats right

on down to pesky mice.
Try d-CON yourself and see why
outsells all other rat bait combined!

it

d-CON: America's
#1 Rat
October-November. 1979

Killer.
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The Star American
Farmers
Eight finalists were selected from the 788 candidates for the American
Farmer degree which recognized achievements in production agriculture
and agribusiness. One will be chosen Star Farmer, and another Star
Agribusinessman of America at the National FFA Convention.

Star Farmers
Southern Region
Steven E. Burke, 21, of Millen, Georgia, says he'll "expand in every direc-

become a successful farmer.
Farming over 300 acres and raising
20,000 layers, Steven is rapidly aption" to

proaching his goal.
In his first year of FFA, Steven had 18
acres of com, soybeans, peanuts and rye,
15 head of hogs and 4 head of cattle.
Today, through his involvement in vocational agriculture

and the FFA, Steven's

375-acre diversified operation includes a
wide variety of crops, 50 hogs and 20
cattle. He has also designed and constructed a 460-foot poultry laying house
which houses 20,000 birds.
"The old axiom 'There is more in the
man than there is in the land' certainly
holds true with Steve," says Thomas
Claxton, Jenkins County FFA advisor.
"He has been able to take a farm described by some neighbors as too poor to
grow a crop and turn it into a very profitable operation in only three short years."
Steve makes all feeding and management decisions for his laying hens and
employs a worker to gather the eggs. He
recently installed an irrigation system for
his corn and plans to expand its use in the

program his freshman year in vo-ag/FFA
with 31 hogs and 2% acres of com. During the next three years he added hogs,
bought Holstein heifers and raised
potatoes Part-time work at a lumber yard
.

helped him build a savings account.
As a senior, Dennis enrolled in the

work release program at
Owatonna High School and was placed at
an agricultural supply store. Dennis was
able to keep the farm work under control
agribusiness

combines much data and

Following the death of his father,
Dennis entered into a 50-50 partnership
with his mother. He bought his mother's
interest in 1978. Dennis has plans for a
40-cow dairy herd and assumption of an

improve his herd's breeding program.
Kevin hopes to expand in both numbers and production in the near future.

also

Western Region
Jerry C. Wiebe, 21, Hooker, Okla-

additional 100 acres.

creed," says Barry Oswald, Bermudian

didn't know what FFA opportuniawaited as he began his Greenhand
year of FFA. Now, seven years after an
initial FFA program of five steers and
three hogs, Jerry has 50 percent interest
in Wiebe Farms, Incorporated.
The family corporation includes 1,314
head of stocker cattle which utilize wheat
pasture, milo stalks and grass in New
Mexico and Colorado. The family farms
3,200 acres of both dryland and irrigated
wheat and 1,760 acres of milo. Future
plans call for the addition of a private
feedlot for hogs and cattle.
Jerry attends Oklahoma State University, majoring in farm and ranch management. He has incorporated computer
processes and learned to "analyze the
profitability and feasibility of every
phase of Wiebe farm operations." A
small on-farm computer is in Jerry's
plans as he foresees the machine's aid in
bookkeeping. While at OSU, he hopes to
further explore the benefits of market
trend analysis, hedging and forward con-

FFA

tracting.

"Dennis has been in 100 percent managerial control of the whole operation for
the past three years and growth has been
steady," say his

In

FFA

advisors.

PTA, Dennis competed

in parlia-

mentary procedure, public speaking and
contests in agricultural mechanics and
dairy judging.

Eastern Region

cows from

Central Region

day.

Dennis Ringhofer, 21, of Owatonna,
Minnesota, wrote in his first year of FFA,
"my goal is to buy the home farm from
my parents and expand our dairy operation." Now, seven years later, Dennis is
owner-operator of the family farm,
where he currently milks 37 Holstein
cows with as many replacement heifers
and tends 124 acres of crops.
Dennis began his practical experience

many qualities synonymous with the FFA

26

He

records, including a computer printout to

the
southern regional Soil and Water Management proficiency award in 1975, and
was runner-up for Star State Farmer of
Georgia.

chapter, Steve served as

employment of four workers and use of
most modem health and safety prac-

the

tices.

many committees. He received

FFA

Kevin has an option to buy his rented
72-acre farm in five years. Meanwhile,
he has leased an additional 303 acres to
meet the grain and roughage needs of his
herd.
Kevin's management practices include

son.

president, vice president and chairman of

In his

level.

by taking time off during the busy sea-

Kevin S. Holtzinger, 20, of Windsor,
Pennsylvania, wants to expand his dairy
cattle operation in the near future
from
the 225 head he has now. Those 225
ballooned from Kevin's supervised FFA
program initiated in 1973 with three dairy

future.

DeKalb Agriculture Award and the Interstate Milk Producers Award on the state

—

his father's herd.

Today, Kevin leases a farm and milks
110 head of dairy cattle on a threetimes-a-day schedule, with an average
production of over 50 pounds per cow per
"In

my

opinion, Kevin has displayed

advisor.

Oswald's point, Kevin's
FFA honors include the Pennsylvania
state Dairy Production proficiency award
and chapter president from 1974 to 1976.
Illustrating

He

participated in

many

contests includ-

ing dairy judging, parliamentary proce-

dure and tractor driving.

He

received the

homa,
ties

In the

Hooker FFA, Jerry served

president,

secretary and treasurer.

as
In

1975, he was named Star State Farmer of
Oklahoma and in 1977 he received the
state Crop Production proficiency award.
The rancher is also active in national

breed associations.
The National

FUTURE FARMER

A good manager, Jerry looks forward
accomplishing his goals of land expansion and the establishment of cattle and
swine feedlots.
to

to become an active and
contributing part of the administration of

successful business that supplies seeds of

the business."

ies all over the midwest and three European countries.
Robert had an early interest in the
nursery business, so at the suggestion of
his father, he began collecting acorns for
seed that could be sold to nurseries. His
collecting business rapidly expanded and
through encouragement from customers
he established Rob Lovelace Seeds.

employee, but

Kenley proved
the business

team

Star Agribusinessmen

when he was

that designed

ing plant.

his involvement with

The new

and

a part of the

built

a

new pack-

plant has the capacity

and 80
hogs per day.
Kenley often returns home to assist
FFA chapter members in meats team
judging efforts. The college-bound agribusinessman is very involved in church,
serving as an ordained deacon, and FFA
Alumni.
to handle the slaughter of 75 cattle

Southern Region
W. Kenley Redditt,

21, of Orlando,
proof that FFA can be effective in the city. Kenley, a meat packing
plant assistant manager, has made good
use of the skills and talents he developed
through training in vo-ag/FFA.
"It was about the time I enrolled in
vo-ag/FFA that I realized the tremendous
opportunity I had for estabhshing and
advancing myself in the livestock and
meat trade," he says.
Taking advantage of many FFA opportunities, Kenley was a member of a winning livestock judging team and high individual in state livestock judging and
live evaluation. He was also a member of
a high ranking state meats team. Keeping
the administrative end of the business in
mind, Kenley has received the state proficiency awards in both Agricultural
Sales and/or Service and Agricultural

Florida,

is

to 100

Central Region
Robert W. Lovelace, 20, of Elsberry,
Missouri, turned a school project of pick-

woody ornamentals and shrubs to nurser-

After a successful first season, Rob purchased seedlings of his own in an effort to

begin a controlled program for the im-

provement of

his product.
Since 1973, Rob has spent hundreds of
hours collecting a total of 32,793 pounds
of tree and shrub seeds from nearly 50

different species of ornamental plants.

ing up pin oak acorns into a full-time

(Continued on next page)

Processing.

Kenley says his training in various
phases of the business "placed on me a
big responsibility to be more than just an

irry

Wiebe, Hooker, Oklahoma

Kevin Holtzinger, Windsor, Pennsylvania

Star Farmers
Dennis Ringhofer, Owatonna, Minnesota

Oclober-November. 1979

Steven Burke, Millen, Georgia
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Robert Lovelace, Elsberry, Missouri

Star
Stanley Palmer, Alliance,

Ohio

Agribusinessmen
Ron Grabner, Kent, Washington
Kenley Redditt, Orlando, Florida

Western Region

(Continued from Page 27)

Ron Grabner,

Through the gradual increase in his operation's scope, Rob's labor income has
increased from several hundred dollars to
a yearly

Rob

sum

is

ton,

renowned

for his achievements

hybrid

vigor and seed preparation for chipping.
In high school, the seed specialist has
been involved in sports, photography and
drama. Success on livestock judging
teams and in FFA chapter office led to his

an interest

of agriculture, but
of meats.
"Even before I graduated I felt I knew
that I wanted to be a meat cutter," he

During four years

at the dairy,

Stan

ing, harvesting

and supervising drying

operations.
In October of 1977 Stan bought a local

milk hauling operation, the start of Stan
Palmer Transport, Inc. "This business
suits my needs," he says. "It's agriculture-oriented, I'm self-employed, build28

in the area

Upon

graduation,

Ron began

on-the-

job training, learning to butcher, break,
and pack beef and pork. He later moved
to another company as a meat cutter.
After moving closer to home to work in
butchering, Ron decided to continue his
formal education at the advice of a very

Eastern Region

was responsible for animal care, milking,
sanitation, formulating rations and feeding. Field work included plowing, plant-

was

says.

ner in Horticulture.

riculture.

Washing-

in all areas

his real strength

being the first recipient of the state Agribusinessman Award in Missouri as well
as the state and national proficiency win-

Stanley M. Palmer, 21, of Alliance,
Ohio, is now the enterprising owner of a
milk hauling corporation. But when Stan
entered vo-ag and the Marlington FFA,
he wanted to work in the U.S. Forest
Service after graduation. During the
summer following his freshman year,
though, work at an area dairy and grain
farm pointed his career goal toward ag-

21, of Kent,

currently involved in productive

activities ranging from meat cutting, his
primary career interest, to six-pony
hitches and profitable land investment.
Throughout high school Ron showed

well into five figures.

in the areas of seed breeding for

is

company he someday
hopes to work for. He currently performs
meat cutting and retail merchandising
large packing

I have only one boss
myself."
Stan owns two trucks and bulk tanks
and is responsible for all maintenance
and sanitation concerns relating to them.
Other jobs include taking milk samples
for butterfat content and bacteria count
and maintaining milk quality standards.
In FFA, Stan served as district president and held two local chapter offices.
Active in chairmanships of several major
FFA committees, Stan further strengthened his leadership skills by serving as
president on the chapter parliamentary
procedure team. He's continuing his FFA
involvement as an officer in the local

ing capital and

Alumni

Affiliate.

part-time.

During his butcher training, Ron purchased 14 acres and turned them into a
profitable firewood business. Another
investment is three registered Angus cattle kept at a former employer's ranch.
An unusual interest Ron pursues is his
six -pony hitch of Shetlands. Beginning
with Shetland ponies and a donkey in his
senior year he has achieved the distinction of being one of the few permanent
exhibitors with the draft horse exhibit at
the Western

Washington

In high school,

Fair.

Ron was involved

in

drama and student government. His FFA projects ranged from

track, band,

poultry to dairy to livestock to horses.
The National

FUTURE FARMER

EVERY young

farmer has to believe
he has the capability to run his own
successful money-making farming operation. The problem today is the amount
of money needed to get started.
The money may be needed to buy into
your parents' operation, start a separate
business from your parents or there is
even the possibility of starting from
scratch. Here the world of agricultural

Money

financing begins for young farmers.

To

Thomas Mueller, loan officer for the
Production Credit Association (PCA) of
Madison,

Wisconsin,

James

and

Make

Schmitz, president of the First Wisconsin
National Bank of Waunakee, Wisconsin,
both emphasize that farm credit is extended on an individual basis. Two loans
are never alike.
The size of the loan, interest rate, repayment plan and collateral required are
different for every person.
"There are five areas we look at when
a young farmer applies for a loan," explains Mueller. "First

is

the

man

It

On Your
Own

factor.

he capable of doing the job and does he
have the experience? Second, we look at
Is

his current financial situation.

his assets

and

liabilities?

What

By James SpychaUa

are

Third, will his

Two farm

operation generate the funds to repay?
The fourth point is an evaluation of the

young farmer's past
nally,

we look

at

our

"A

dairy farmer

of risk

may make

monthly repayments, while

"Depending on his financial situation,
young farmer with only $1,000 as-

for a

$1,000 loan may be a big loan for
admits Mueller.
These farm credit organizations look
at profitability of the young farmer in
future years. There is no minimum size
of loan they are willing to work with.
"It varies on the circumstances, but 85
percent of a farmer's assets is an average
figure on the limit to the size of a loan we
will make," says Mueller. This leaves the
customer some reserve borrowing capacity should the unexpected occur. It also
provides the lender with security.
Co-signing is a common practice. Of
450 Madison area PCA loans to farmers
under 35 years old, 132 were co-signed.
sets, a

October-November, 1979

the agricultural

"Co-signing gives the connotation that
the borrower is substandard. However,
we don't like to look at it that way," says
Schmitz.
"Co- signing means another person
will pay back the loan if the young farmer
isn't successful. Co-signing is fairly

says you shouldn't put

common

they are long-term financing a
of once a year.

for a year or so until the

farmer can show

profitability,"

young

Mueller

Recalling a loan

is

an

uncommon

oc-

When all the information is
gathered and a definite declining trend in
the farmer's value is observed, the loan
officer visits the farm. The loan is recalled when the lending institution can no
longer justify the loan to the individual.
"Our PCA loss ratio is below one-half of
currence.

1

percent," says Mueller.

"I can't remember having to tell a
farmer that maybe he should be doing
something else," recalls Schmitz.
Is

money

account.

"You

money on

available for loans to

young

farmers? Schmitz and Mueller disagree.
"Money is very tight. This is the problem
right now with farm credit. Money is not
available, there is even rationing of
money," Schmitz replied. This may be
because rural banks get their money only

in a savings

a small basis in a

farm opera-

This investment keeps pace with
inflation, while a savings account
doesn't."

Both Schmitz and Mueller

visits

we

sit

visit

farms

minimum

down and

chat

about production levels, update financial
statements and get income tax and depreciation information," says Mueller.

Farm loans
in control.

are written with the farmer

Both men agreed

that the

farmer runs the operation as he sees fit.
He's the one that makes the decisions

how

to use the

money

loaned.

"Farmers are good people to do business with and I don't say that from a
propaganda standpoint either," asserted
Schmitz.

Schmitz and Mueller also feel farmers
most honest and sincere group in
society without question. They think
farmers are a self-policing group because
they have their reputation to think of.
"The Federal Land Bank, which handles land financing and the Farmer's
are the

from local deposits.
"There is no shortage of money at
PCA because we sell bonds on the open
stock market. So we consider older established farmers as well as younger farmers

Home

for our loans," explained Mueller.

private corporations.

What should a young farmer do with
the money he's making now? Mueller

it

are better off by investing

tion.

"On farm

cited.

a grain

farmer may repay only once a year when
he sells his crop," Mueller pointed out.
Farm credit can involve large amounts
of money. According to Schmitz his farm
loans range in size from $10 to $85,000.
Mueller's average loan size is $85,000.
However, loans don't have to be this size
to be considered big.

this individual,"

how

younger farmers.

credit history. Fi-

own amount

on each loan."
According to both Schmitz and Mueller most of their farm loans in the area are
to the dairy, com and cash crop farmers.
The money is used for new silos, barn
additions and production costs.
If a young farmer gets a loan his repayment plan is adjusted to fit his type of
operation.

credit lenders discuss

credit industry can serve

Administration are other popular
sources of farm credit," says Schmitz.

The

PCA is

organized as a farmer co-

its members,
which are the farmers. Most banks are

operative for the benefit of

All these credit
sources are competing with each other
for your business.
S/MW/NE'
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31% more torque rise
than any competitor.
Red Poiii^r is pulling ahead
of the rest.
The International® 1086. With more lugging
power than any tractor in its class. 31% more.
Torque rise gives you that power. And IH
has the best: 25% torque rise at 80% rated rpm
with bias

tires.

with I lb2 maximum
radial tires. That's
with
drawbar horsepower
higher than the major competition.
There are even more reasons to go Red
Power: More hitch lifting power than the major
competition. More fuel capacity. And a more

And keep going

practical dual

speed IPTO.

To keep going

strong,

Go with the International

1

go Red Power.

086. See

it

at

your

IH Dealer today.

IH beats the competition tjy^^pyii torque;

?5

25%
19%

20

15%

15

14%

10

5
IH

A

B

c

Percent otrbrqueftlise—IH versus Competlffon"

IH.
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ftlllPMENT GROUP

An Operatirg -yi'OL'^ of Isricmational

Harvester
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son, only three to four on the average will

When

Nature Needs Help
By Alan Rochussen

CONSERVATION minded FFA members from the Alvirne Chapter in

New

Hampshire, have been
raising game pheasants for the past two
years to release in local communities for

Hudson,

for the

when Advisor

program materialized

Forrest

who

Goodwin read

the pheasants are obtained from
state,

Alvirne FFA, raise the donated pheasant chicks to releasing size
like the

for the state.

Upon

area hunting enthusiasts.

The idea

Now

sportsmen and clubs around the

the receipt of the chicks at Al-

virne, the

young pheasants were raised
weeks under a brooder

for the first nine

about a similar program in a magazine
devoted to the conservation of New

where they were kept warm until they
feathered out enough to be transferred to

Hampshire's resources.

the outside pens.

The program was initiated back in
of 1977 when approximately 100

May

day-old pheasant chicks were donated to
the Alvirne agriculture department by the
state fish

and game department.

The cooperative program with

the fish

and game department implemented for
raising needed pheasants to stock New
Hampshire 's woodlands and fields stipulated that the chapter would raise and
care for chicks until they were of a sufficient size to release.

The
used to

and game department
provide the needed pheasants at

state fish

their raising facilities at

Brentwood

Farms. However, in 1974 an epidemic of
equine encephalitis broke out on the
farm and 25,000 birds had to be destroyed to prevent the spread of the infectious disease. This large loss of birds

forced the eventual shutdown of the
farm.

The pens, constructed

of scrap lumber and chickenwire, were
2,500 square feet in size and were built
by Alvirne members.
By mid-September, 1977, after consuming 1,600 pounds of grain in 18

weeks, the surviving 79 pheasants were
picked up by state fish and game officials.

FFA members

S/MW/NE

Because of the good

approximately the same number of birds
as the previous year. However, the
number was diminished early in the year
when a predator got into the brooder pen
in the barn and killed many of the young
pheasant chicks.
Determined FFA members continued
with the program and finished in the fall
with about 50 birds of excellent quality.
As a result of the program's success the
chapter submitted the pheasant-raising
project as their Building Our American

Communities project and won the area,
state and a bronze national BOAC award
during 1978.
Ken Johnson, who was national FFA
president then, presented the state BO AC
award to the FFA in a school-wide assembly. This was the first agriculturally
related assembly in the history of the
agriculture department at Alvirne High
since its establishment in 1959.
At the National Convention in Kansas
City, Pat Hall, chapter president, and

project are to eventually

cellent habitat for pheasants.

imum

The reason pheasants must be stocked
annually in the New Hampshire woodlands is because of the low survival rate
of pheasants that live there during the
winter months. Out of every hundred

pheasants that survive the hunting sea-

results of the

pheasant-raising program in 1977, it was
continued again in spring of 1978 with

and releasing the birds at sites preselected by fish and game officials, according to area needs. Thirty-nine
pheasants were released in Hudson and
40 more in neighboring Litchfield, both
rural communities which provide an ex-

The two-year pheasant growing project by FFA meant better
hunting and a healthier pheasant population in their state.

32

assisted in capturing

survive the winter months.

Alan Rochussen,

BOAC

committee

chairman and chapter vice president,
ceived the bronze national award.

re-

Future plans for the pheasant raising

expand to a max-

of about 200 birds over the next

few years which will require an additional 4,000 square feet of pen space.
Through the efforts of FFA members at
Alvirne, the pheasant population in this

southern region of

New

Hampshire has

been improved.

members had a hand in catching and delivering the
pheasants to areas designated by state game officials.

All the

The National

FUTURE FARMER

Livestock Production
(Continued from Page 20)

very low in cholesterol. Our
special-fed fancy veal is mainly a 'carriage trade, or for people who can afford

because

it's

'

$19 a plate for it."
Three main qualities of veal are preva-

Bob

lent.

veal, generally the least palata-

produced from caives less than one
meat distinguished by a
very pale color. Grain-fed veal, or baby
beef, shows texture because of age but
does not have the creamy pink color desired by many consumers and chefs.
ble, is

week

old, the

Special-fed, or fancy,
raised scientifically
diet

veal calves are

on a formulated milk

under a quality control system. The

Willette's fancy veal bears

distinction
"kosher."

— much

"Kosher veal

is

of

still
it

another

becomes

the best market

and

brings a higher price," says Jeff, referring to the type of veal ritually fit to

Jewish law. "In order to be kosher, a
Jewish rabbi must kill the calf. The rabbis and USDA meat inspectors are both
involved in examining and approving the
carcass for distribution. Calves are sold
dressed and average 224 pounds of carcass weight."
Veal calves may be raised in two ways,
on contract or independent basis. In contract growing, the contractor provides
feed and a ready market for the finished
product. The Willettes work on a contract basis with the Provimi Company of

New

Jersey.

start a fresh bam," says Jeff, "our
buyers bring calves in at 70 to 100 pounds
each. It takes a few days to get the barn
full again so we vaccinate the calves as
they come in. Before any come, though,
the barn is completely disinfected from
the last crop."
A high pressure cleaning system is
used to wash the bam and pens. The
two- week cleaning period, plus 15 weeks
for growth, allows three groups of calves
per year, a total of over 300.
"Every calf must adjust to its pen,"
says Hunter, "even to the point of leaming how to drink the milk formula. Since
they come right off their mother, they 're
used to her teat. To teach them to drink,
we stick our hand in the buckets and put it
to their mouths. They then follow the
hand to the bucket and start drinking."
In pen confinement, the calves get
very little exercise and put on more
weight. The meat, as a result of little
physical activity, is very tender. The all
liquid milk feed formula diet, fed twice a
day at 12-hour intervals, contributes to
the meat's quality.
"The feeding process starts with mix-

"To

ing the

powder

into liquid," shares Jeff,

referring to the three automatic mixers in
October-November, 1979

"The formula contains animal
and carbohydrates.
"When a calf first comes in, he's not
fed immediately so he'll develop a good
the shed.

fats, proteins

We

begin with Provimelk prestarter, which is highly enriched with nutrients. After five weeks, the calves are
fed Provikalf starter then moved to the
grower mix."
Of the 108 total calves housed, the
mortality rate rarely exceeds four or five.
Careful observation and a regimented
health maintenance program keep the
appetite.

low levels.
"Both Jeff and Hunter, along with our

rate at

helper,

lem

Doug

Some deer slug
hunters might
not have heard
about Wfeaver^'s
1100/870

Scope/ Mount
System.

But he has.

Jones, can identify a prob-

dad Al Willette. "Calves
we don't wind
up growing out a bad animal. If a calf is
calf," says

are culled periodically so

too small, develops scours, or

is

not

be culled. The
bam is disease free and we 've got to keep
it that way."
The first three weeks of a calf's confinement are crucial in regard to health.
During this time, the animal is medicated
with antibiotics and injected with vitamins A, D, and B-12. A swine medicine
is also administered to prevent scours.
Problems arising during the second
three-week period often relate only to the
drinking,

it

will probably

respiratory tract.

"After six weeks," says Jeff,

"the

problems are few if good management
and sanitation methods are followed."
At 15 weeks, if all has gone well, the
calves are tmcked "up North." Even the
transportation is unique as the trucker
must stop every two to three hours on the
road to make sure calves are in a standing
position. Bruising can bring down the
quality of the meat, decreasing the
grower's monetary return.
Jeff and Hunter hope to join in with
their father and expand the business.
They've also got their eye on developing
a Simmental herd. Whatever direction
the operation heads, the Willettes will

continue with their mark of good management and careful application of innovations in agriculture.

p^^&iA

Now with brilliant new SL-II™

finish.

Whether deer slug hunting is
mandator^' in your state, or
specialized shotgun hunting is
your thing, the 1100/870
Scope/Moimt System was made
The system comes preassembled with Weaver's K 1.5
or K 2.5 with Dual X reticle,
and can be installed on your
Remington 1100 or 870 shotgim
for you.

with only a screwdriver.
Discover the imlimited
ad^antages of Weaver's 1100/870
Scope/Mount System at your
nearest dealer. It's the one that
makes the woods a smaller place
to hide.

Weaver Scope
"Now just a

minute! Weren't you
around here begging earlier this

morning?"

1100/870 System
For TQ catalog, send SO'

Dept

93,

to: \V. R.

Weaver

Co.,

El Paso, Texas 79915
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276 PLACES

ANARMYROTC
DELAWARE

ALABAMA

Univ. of Delaware,

Jacksonville State Univ..
Jacksonville

Georgetown University.
Washington
Howard Univ., Washington

Marion Military Institute.
Marion
Tuskegee Institute.
Tuskegee
Univ. of Alabama. Univ.
Univ. of North Alabama,
Florence
Univ. of South Alabama.
Mobile

ALASKA
Fairbanks

Florida

A&M

University,

Tallahassee
Florida Institute of

Technology, Melbourne
Florida Southern College,

Lakeland
Tallahassee
Stetson Univ., DeLand

ARIZONA
Tempe

Univ. of Arizona. Tucson

ARKANSAS
Arkansas State

Univ..

State University
Univ..

Russellville

Henderson State

Univ.,

Gables
Univ. of South Florida, Tampa
Univ. of Tampa, Tampa

GEORGIA
Columbus College,
Columbus
Fort Valley State College,
Fort Valley

Arkadelphia
Ouachita Baptist Univ..
Arkadelphia

Georgia Institute

Southern Arkansas
Magnolia

Milledgeville
Georgia State University.

Univ.,

Univ. of Arkansas,
Fayetteville
Univ. of Arkansas at

Pine

Bluff, Pine Bluff
Univ. of Central Arkansas,

Conw/ay

CALIFORNIA
California Polytechnic
State Univ., San Luis

Obispo
San Jose State Univ.,
San Jose
The Claremont Colleges.
Claremont
Univ. of CaliforniaBerkeley, Berkeley
Univ. of California-Davis,

Davis
Univ. of California-Los

Angeles, Los Angeles
Univ. of California-Santa

Barbara, Santa Barbara

San Francisco,
San Francisco

Univ. of

Univ. of Santa Clara,

Santa Clara

COLORADO
Colorado School of Mines,
Golden
Colorado State University,
Fort Collins
Univ. of Colorado, Boulder
Univ. of Southern

Colorado, Pueblo

CONNECTICUT
Univ. of Connecticut,

Storrs

of

Technology, Atlanta
Georgia Military College.

Atlanta

Mercer Univ., Macon
North Georgia College,
Dahlonega
Univ. of Georgia, Athens

Wichita

Alcorn State Univ.,

Richmond
Morehead State Univ..
Morehead
Murray State Univ.. Murray
Univ.. of Kentucky.

Lexington

Western Kentucky
Bowling Green

Univ..

College. Baton

Moscow

Loyola Univ.. New Orleans
McNeese State Univ.,

Lake Charles
Nicholls State Univ..

Thibodaux
Northeast Louisiana

Univ..

Monroe
Northwestern State Univ.
of Louisiana.

Natchitoches
Southeastern Louisiana

Southern Univ. and A&M
College, Baton Rouge
Tulane Univ., New Orleans

Chicago

Western

Illinois Univ.,

Macomb
Wheaton College, Wheaton
INDIANA
Indiana Institute of
Technology, Fort Wayne
Indiana Univ., Bloomington
Purdue Univ., West Lafayette

Rose-Hulman

Institute of

Technology, Terre Haute
Univ. of Notre

Dame,

Dame

Notre

Baltimore

IOWA
Iowa StateUniv. of S&T,

Ames

Univ..

Baltimore

MASSACHUSETTS
Massachusetts Institute

Northeastern Univ., Boston
Univ. of Massachusetts,

Amherst
Worcester Polytechnic
Institute, Worcester

MICHIGAN
Central Michigan Univ.,
Mount Pleasant
Eastern Michigan Univ.,
Ypsilanti

Michigan State Univ.,
East Lansing
Michigan Technological

Houghton

Northern Michigan Univ.,
Marquette
Univ. of Detroit, Detroit
Univ. of Michigan,

Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City

Ann Arbor

Military School

Lincoln Univ., Jefferson
City
Missouri Western State
College, St. Joseph
Northeast Missouri State
Univ., Kirksville

Southwest Missouri State
Univ., Springfield
Univ. of Missouri-

Univ. of Missouri-Rolla,
Rolla

Washington Univ.. St. Louis
Wentworth Military
Academy and Junior

MONTANA
Montana State
Bozeman

University,

Univ. of Montana, Missoula

NEBRASKA
Creighton Univ., Omaha
Kearney State College.

Kearney
of

Technology, Cambridge

Univ.,

Warrensburg

Univ.,

and College, Boonville

Fulton

Loyola College, Baltimore
Morgan State University,

Western Maryland College.
Westminster

Circle,

Central Missouri State

Westminster College,

The Johns Hopkins

Champaign

Mississippi State Univ.,
Mississippi State
Univ. of Mississippi, University
Univ. of Southern
Mississippi, Hattiesburg

College, Lexington

Orono

Loyola Univ. of Chicago,

Univ. of Illinois-Chicago

Univ.,

Columbia, Columbia

Hammond

ILLINOIS
Knox College, Galesburg
Chicago
Northern Illinois Univ.,
DeKalb
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-

Jackson State
Jackson

Kemper

Rouge

MARYLAND

IDAHO
Idaho State Univ., Pocatello

Lorman

MISSOURI

LOUISIANA
Louisiana State Univ. and

Univ. of Maine,

Minneapolis

MISSISSIPPI

KENTUCKY
Eastern Kentucky Univ..

Univ.,

John's University,
Collegeville
Univ. of Minnesota,

St.

Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence
Wichita State University,

A&M

Univ.,

MINNESOTA

Pittsburg State Univ.,
Pittsburg

MAINE

HAWAII
Univ. of Hawaii. Honolulu

Univ. of Idaho,

Western Michigan
Kalamazoo

Kansas State Univ. of
A&AS, Manhattan

FLORIDA

Univ. of Florida, Gainesville
Univ. of Miami, Coral

Arizona State Univ..

Arkansas Tech

DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA

Florida State University,

Univ. of Alaska-Fairbanks,

listed

KANSAS
Newark

Alabama A&M University,
Normal
Auburn Univ.. Auburn

Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln

NEVADA
Univ. of Nevada,

Reno

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Univ. of

New Hampshire,

Durham

NEW JERSEY
Princeton Univ., Princeton
Rider College, Lawrenceville

Rutgers Univ.. New
Brunswick
Seton Hall Univ.. South

Orange
St. Peter's College.

Jersey City

NEW MEXICO
Eastern

New Mexico

Univ..

Porta les

Our four-year scholarship may be used at any of the 276 colleges and universities
pages. Three-and two-year scholarships may be used at over 500 additional

on these

Schools where you can earn both a commission and a college ciegree.
three-, and two-year scholarships
each year. Scholarships cover tuition, books, and lab fees, and pay you a li\'ing allowance
institutions.

And Army ROTC awards hundreds of four-,

The National FUTUBE

FARMER

TO SPEND
SCHOLARSHIP
New Mexico Military
Institute, Roswell
Univ.,

New Mexico State
Las Cruces

Canisius College, Buffalo
Clarkson College of
Technology, Potsdam
Cornell Univ., Ithaca

Bronx

Univ.,

Hofstra Univ., Hempstead
Niagara Univ.,
Niagara University
Polytechnic Institute of

New York,

Brooklyn

Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy

Rochester Institute of
Technology, Rochester
Siena College, Loudonville
St. Bonaventure Univ.,
St. Bonaventure
St. John's Univ., Jamaica
St.

Lawrence

Syracuse

Univ., Canton
Univ., Syracuse

NORTH CAROLINA
Appalachian State Univ.,

Boone
Campbell College, Buies
Creek
Davidson College,
Davidson
North Carolina
Univ.,

A&T State

Greensboro

North Carolina State Univ.
at Raleigh, Raleigh

Augustine's College
Raleigh
Wake Forest University,
St.

Winston-Salem

NORTH DAKOTA
North Dakota State Univ.
of A&AS, Fargo
Univ. of North Dakota,
Grand Forks

OHIO
Bowling Green State Univ.,
Bowling Green
Central State University,
Wilberforce

John Carroll University,
Cleveland
Kent State Univ., Kent
Ohio State Univ., Columbus
Ohio Univ., Athens
Univ. of Akron, Akron
Univ. of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati
Univ. of Dayton, Dayton
Univ. of Toledo, Toledo
Xavier Univ., Cincinnati

Youngstown State
Youngstown

Univ.,

OKLAHOMA
Cameron

Univ.,

State Univ., Alva
Univ.,

Stillwater

NEW YORK

Fordham

Northwestern Oklahoma

Oklahoma State

Southwestern Oklahoma
State Univ., Weatherford
Univ. of Oklahoma, Norman

OREGON
Oregon State

University,

Corvallis
Univ. of Oregon,

Eugene

PENNSYLVANIA
Bucknell Univ., Lewisburg
Carnegie-Mellon Univ.,
Pittsburgh
Dickinson College, Carlisle
Drexel Univ., Philadelphia
Duquesne Univ., Pittsburgh

Gannon

College, Erie
Gettysburg College,

Gettysburg
Indiana Univ. of
Pennsylvania, Indiana
Lafayette College, Easton
LaSalle College,
Philadelphia

Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem
Pennsylvania State Univ.,
University Park

Temple

Univ., Philadelphia

Univ. of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia
Univ. of Pittsburgh,

Pittsburgh

Scranton
Valley Forge Military
Academy and Junior
College, St. Davids
Washington and Jefferson
College, Washington
Widener College, Chester

PUERTO RICO
Univ. of Puerto Rico,

Rio Piedras Campus,
Rio Piedras
Univ. of Puerto Rico,

Mayaguez Campus,
Mayaguez

RHODE ISLAND
Providence College,
Providence

Rhode

Island,

Kingston

SOUTH CAROLINA
Clemson Univ., Clemson
Furman Univ., Greenville
Presbyterian College,
Clinton
South Carolina State
College, Orangeburg
The Citadel, Charleston
Wofford College,

Spartanburg

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawton

Central State University,

Edmond
East Central Oklahoma
State Univ., Ada

South Dakota School of
Mines and Technology,
Rapid City
South Dakota State Univ.,
Brookings

Austin-Peay State Univ.,
Clarksville

Carson-Newman

College,

Jefferson City
East Tennessee State

Johnson City
Middle Tennessee State
Univ., Murfreesboro
Tennessee Technological
Univ.,

Univ., Cookeville

Univ. of Tennessee,
Knoxville
Univ. of Tennessee at

Chattanooga,
Chattanooga
Univ. of Tennessee at
Martin, Martin
Vanderbilt Univ.. Nashville

TEXAS
Bishop College, Dallas

Hardin-Simmons

Univ.,

Mary, Williamsburg

Richmond
Univ. of Virginia,
Charlottesville
Virginia Military Institute,

Lexington
Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State
Univ., Blacksburg
Virginia State College,

Petersburg

Washington and Lee

Univ..

WASHINGTON
Eastern Washington University,

Cheney
Gonzaga Univ., Spokane
Seattle Univ., Seattle
Univ. of Washington,
Seattle

Washington State
Pullman

Univ.,

Marshall Univ., Huntington
Virginia State

West

Wichita Falls

A&M

Prairie View
Univ.,
Prairie View
Rice Univ., Houston
Sam Houston State Univ.,

Huntsville
F. Austin State

Stephen

Nacogdoches

St. Mary's Univ., San Antonio
Texas A&l Univ., Kingsville
Texas A&M Univ., College

Station
Texas Christian Univ.,
Fort Worth

Texas Tech Univ., Lubbock
Trinity Univ., San Antonio
Univ. of Houston, Houston
Univ. of Texas at Arlington,
Arlington
Univ. of Texas at Austin,

Austin
Univ. of Texas at

El

Paso,

Paso

West Texas State
Canyon

Univ.,

College, Institute

West Virginia University.
Morgantown

WISCONSIN
Marquette Univ.,
Milwaukee
Ripon College, Ripon
St. Norbert College, DePere
Univ. of Wisconsin, LaCrosse,

LaCrosse
Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison,

Madison
Univ. of Wisconsin-

Milwaukee, Milwaukee
Univ. of Wisconsin-Oshkosh,

Oshkosh
Univ. of WisconsinPlatteville, Platteville

Univ. of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point, Stevens Point
Univ. of Wisconsin-

Whitewater, Whitewater

WYOMING
Univ. of

UTAH
Brigham Young
Prove

Univ.,

Lexington

WEST VIRGINIA

Abilene

Midwestern State

El

The College of William and
Univ. of Richmond,

TENNESSEE

Univ.,

Univ. of Scranton,

Univ. of

Univ. of South Dakota,
Vermillion

Wyoming, Laramie

Univ.,

Univ. of Utah, Salt Lake
City

Utah State

Univ.,

Weber State
Ogden

Logan

College,

VERMONT
Norwich Univ., Northfield
Univ. of Vermont,
Burlington

VIRGINIA

Hampton Institute,
Hampton
Norfolk State College,
Norfolk

Old Dominion Univ.,

This

list is

subject to change.

Norfolk

of up to $1 ,000 a year for the duration of the award.
To find out how to get one, send the attached postcard or write:
P.O. Box 7000, Department G-B, Larchmont,
10538.

Army ROTC,

NY
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THE CHAPTER

They voted

against a car

wash

in order

Apple
Valley, CA, Chapter. Instead, they
washed airplanes for $10 each.

to get out of the hole financially in

N-N-N

Denise Akers caught the largest fish, a
6-pound trout, on Sultan, WA, annual
Mr. Downs was a guest for his 18th
year in a row.

trip.

y^osisewse: fro^^

One guest at Gaithersburg, MD, 51st
annual banquet was Harrison King, first
chapter president. He told about the first
ever banquet and the tours to inspect each

Must have taken lots of "pizza and
pop" to feed FFA and FHA after evening
fun fest of volleyball and ping pong at
West Union, lA.
N-N-N

other's projects.
N-N-IN

Slides of past chapter presidents with

families and jobs were
nee,

.

shown

at

Did you see the new FFA Supply
vice catalog? It was mailed August

Mosi-

Ser1.

N-N-N

About 100 members from five chapters

WI, banquet.

got to the Alaska Association convention

N-N-N

The item received from Fort Defiance
VA, Chapter, was big news. The typewriter was stuck on all caps!

Palmer. State President Frank Keaster
and Vice President Don Berberich came
to the State Presidents' Leadership Con-

N-N.N

The school district gave the Mauston,
WI, FFA a Distinguished Service Award
for sustaining interest in

Delegates came from Delta
Nome, Kivalina and

in April.

Junction, Togiak,

ference in July.

and contribution

N-N-N

When Ferndale, WY, members Tami

to public education.
N-N-N

Activity ideas for an alumni affiliate

from Wamego, KS: furnished trucks to
take shop projects to fairs; loaned equipment for BOAC work; donated a hog for
the family barbeque; organized a workshop to help other affiliates to form; and
found placements for 17 members.

FFA and Key Club had a contest in
Mexico, MO, to see which chapter could
get the most blood donors. FFA won.

Safety committee of Bluffs, IL, filmed,
edited and produced a soundtrack for a

20-minute movie on home
to elementary school.

safety.

Gave

it

N-N-N

FFA sponsored an
Mountain View, WY.

at a

MO,

fun day hosted by Savan-

for North

Andrew and Mays-

included bale stacking, watermelon
seed spitting, nail driving, sawing,
tug-o-war, bait casting, bucket tossing
and sack race.

ville

N-N-N

A

real testimonial

Carolina

FFA Camp

Cathy Richard
They even

bers.

workshop

A.I.

in

N-N-N

N-N-N

Games
nah,

^.^.^

and Doug Stuit lost over $8 ,000 worth of
animals in a bam fire, the chapter put on a
benefit dinner and raised $2,000 to help.

North
was sent in by

showmen in Sandy,
given in beef, sheep and
swine field days prior to the show season
Help

OR, Chapter

for East

Rowan mem-

N-N-N

is

N-N-N

Also received a news item from the big
island of Hawaii with a report of their

Kohala Chapter.

officer election in

N-N-N

for the

like the food.

for beginning

A

trip to

a large

their state is a

amusement park

summer

Oshkosh North in WI. Trip
bers and their families.

in

activity of
is

for

mem-

Reporter
Dianne Colwell of
Cleburne, TX, FFA, published a
monthly newsletter during the summer
and mailed it to all the members!
N-N.N

During the Ada, OH, banquet many
door prizes were given, including a door.
^-^-N

Other chapters like Sweeny, TX, sent
their executive committee to an officer
leadership camp run by the association.
^-^-N

A

team of Jeff Ward, Lonnie Gilley,
Scott White and Jim Orman from Muskogee, OK, won the commercial cattle
grading contest

at the

Tulsa stockyards.

Coe-Brown Academy FFA in Northwood, NH, held its annual officer training workshop in July for opening ceremony, officer

horseshoe contest was a fund-raising idea of Sheldon, TX, FFA, Houston.
^-^^l-N

First they volunteer to clean out old

dead and dying trees for area farmers
during the summer. Then in the fall, they
use the hydraulic log splitter they built to
split the wood before selling it at $45 a

pickup load. The work earns cash for
Blooming Prairie, MN, FFA.
38

banquet

N-l\-N

FFA'ers challenged Sheffield, I A,
business men to a farm Olympics of egg
toss, post driving and hay stacking.
N-N-N

All 51

are carpenters. Clint

reporter,
is

FFA

OH,

sent in $1 each for the

Hall of Achievement de-

velopment fund.

Connie

N-N-N

their part

Carpenter

chaplain and

is

Jimmy

delegate-at-large.
N-N-N

Utica,
at 50,

be a

—shown

their desire for a

National FFA Archives and exhibit
business and industry will add their support to make it really big and endowed to
last forever.

is

OH, FFA bought a copy of FFA

The Ohio Story

for their school

The national FFA history would
good addition to a school library,

library.

Leaders of this fund raising drive hope
every chapter will contribute $1 per
member. Then when FFA members have

done

Three of the new officers for Prague,

OK,

members of Margaretta Chap-

ter in Castalia,

National

A

responsibilities,

presentations and program of work.

too.

And

especially a

copy

in the

vo-ag

classroom.
N-N-N

Just about

newsy items

anybody

is

eligible to send

for this column:

Greea-

hands. Chapter Farmers, advisors, presidents, reporters, sentinels, alumni
chairmen, parents, judging teams. You.
The National

FUTURE FARMER

Books can teach you only so much
about growing corn.
Experience will teach you the rest.
You can learn about the best agronomic
practices to use to raise a good corn crop. And
how to select hybrids by using a scale and
moisture tester to accurately measure their
performance. That's how you will learn that the
best hybrids you can plant always come in a
Pioneer bag.
But, facts and figures will never teach you

how

to anticipate Mother Nature. You'll just
have to learn that every season is different...
mostly unpredictable ... and almost always
untimely. But you'll learn to work around her.
And to plant the hybrids that'll do the best job

over the long haul.
With a little luck, and a
brand corn, you'll do just fine.

lot of

Pioneer®

PIONEER
COF^
BRAhff>SEED

Living,
The Umltatlon

of Wbrrenty

and remedy appearing on the label Is part of the

terms of sale.
Pioneer Is a brand name; numt>ers Identify varieties. 'Registered
trademartc of Pioneer Hl-Bred International,

Inc.,

Des Moines, Iowa, U.SJ^.

Learning & Planting

PIONEER.
BRAND SEEDS

Learn About Your FUTURE
in the Cattle Business

Best

West

in

(Continued from Page 22)

SHORTHORNS
can

your

cliange

future.

Your investment can insure
a sound start in the cattle

crate

business. Write for a guide

scours.

in

is completely disinfected and
flamed out with a torch if exposed to

"Our sows'

the cattle business.

littering is

cled out. Since

purposely cy-

we breed every

three to

same
amount of time between one bamful and
another. The unused portion of the house
four weeks, there's usually that

American Shorthorn
Association

8288 Hascal Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68124
I

Big Jim Halters'!
J,

Cuts Haltmr Brmaking
Tint* In Hall

I

Guoronteed
any animal

|

Results

^
Rt.

4 sizes ad|ust to

Chrome

3,

Plated
For information write:

I

BIG JIM HALTER CO.

I

.

Box 3138, Bcerne, TX 78006

is cleaned and prepared for the next 14
sows."
Records are of great importance to
Alan's management program. In front of
each farrowing crate, a chart shows the
sow's eartag I.D. number, the date far-

birthweights and number
weaned. These records help Alan evalu-

rowed,

of the charted animals.
weaned litter of eight
pigs," Alan shares, adding, "The pigs are
weaned after four weeks. A drop below
seven weaned usually means the sow
must be sold."
So far, Alan hasn't been faced with
ridding himself of many sows due to unsatisfactory farrowing. But even with litters such as a Samber sow's farm record
of 22, the number weaned usually drops
ate the quality

"We hope

pigs

are not particularly hardy. Partly because

inside buildings, with the boots disin-

of their vulnerability, pigs at seven weeks
old are moved to special confinement.

fected upon each entry. This kind of precaution prevents a breakout of disease
through human transmittal.
schedule

between eight and

"We

^MTI
Jim

t

your projoct with the
breed that has a bright future.
Write for information.
Start

Cretcher,

Secrefary

The American Hampshire Sheep Assn.
Rt.lO.Box 199, Columbia,

MO

65201(314)445-5802

BERKSHIRES
THE

CONFINEMENT BREED

Alan takes pride in his sheep flock,
showing his animals whenever possible.

During the time animals move from
bams, the hogs are
subject to an intensive disease control
plan. Special boots and overalls are worn

to

HAMPSHIRES...

for a

call

it

ten.

Newborn

the nursery,"

Alan says,

the farrow to finish

A

moving through the dimly lit barn. Spry
young pigs, in pens of about 20 each,

of vaccinations

rush to the pens' closest points to the aisle
at the sound of their owner's footsteps.

spirosis

"The pigs grow out here

to

around 60

pounds before they leave for the finishing
barn," Alan remarks over a barrage of
loud oinks. "The nursery is basically designed to reduce stress, prompting better
growth. To promote healthy development, heat lamps are incorporated into
the building for cold weather. Year
round, the water system provides antibiotics and a special growth supplement."

adhered to

and erysipelas.
Alan says knowing what

to look for in
an animal is an invaluable skill for the
swine producer. "Desirable characteristics change frequently, but the trend now
is toward a long, tall animal as trim as
possible. For breeding stock, you want
gilts with six teats on both sides at a

minimum.
"If you hope to farrow pigs, the sow
has got to have enough dinner plates," he
quips.
that friendly association

with other hog breeders also helps the
enterprising swine farmer. Alan asserts
that today's farmer must keep up with the
ever-changing production methods employed by peers and competitors.
"Our goal here is continuing production at a constant rate, not allowing efficiency factors to fluctuate up and down,"
shares Alan. "Steady growth simply
takes study and learning from your mis-

Do you have problems getting
sows bred and keeping boars
going in confinement? Then try
Berkshires.

takes."

Write for literature.

AMERICAN BERKSHIRE ASSN.
F

Springfield, 111. 62704
Merrill Smith, Sec'y.
(217) 523-2123

40

strictly

against scours, atrophic rhinitis, lepto-

Alan avows

601 W. Monroe Street, Dept.

is

Next time you find some old agriculbooks in the attic or garage, don't
pitch them. They may lead you to a successful farming venture
much like
Alan Samber's.
ture

"How do you
like

expect to be a big fat slob
if you don't eat."

your mother

—

The National
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Hiker. The shoe designed
for Nature and
For off-season

play, Dallas

Cowboy All-Pro Defensive
Tackle Randy White chooses
footwear that is comfortable
and able to withstand the kind

punishment his 6'5", 260
pound frame dishes out. He
wears Cedar Crest. And the
Cedar Crest Hiker is his
favorite walking around boot.
In roughout leather, it's fully
of

Randy White.

and padded and has a
rugged lug sole.
The Cedar Crest Hiker.
Designed to suit Randy White
and nature, too. If you are
lined

demanding of the same
craftsmanship and quality
in your footwear, write
Cedar Crest Boot Co.,

Genesco

Park, Nashville, Tn.

37202. We'll send you the
name of your nearest Cedar
Crest Retailer.

Available
in

men's and

boy's sizes.

CEDAR CREST

Greg and

his

dad

Richard, along with Advisor

Mike

Tyrrel,

Photos by Author

survey the growing herd

Choquette Herefords: Headed For the Top
On the

road of expansion, Greg Choquette faced a few obstacles. But now he's on course.

Greg's preventive medicine practices include feeding drug

By Jeffrey

boluses. Greg's father, Richard, tends the chute.

Tennant

GREGORY Choquette says he'll never reach his goals in
his life as a cattle rancher.

Not that he doesn't

set any. It's

once he reaches a goal, he's not satisfied until he
progresses even further.
"Oh, I do have a goal," says Greg, an 18-year-old FFA
member from Franklin, Nebraska. Setting his ambitions none
too low, Greg reveals his goal "is to build one of the top
Hereford herds in Nebraska."
Greg confesses that saying it is one thing, doing it another. But from the beginning, the herd has been treated as if it
were already the best. Even back when Choquette Herefords
consisted of ten registered cows.
"Dad once ran nothing but commercial feedyard cattle,"
remembers Greg, now a partner with his father, Richard, in a
285-head breeding beef farm. "He was sending a doubledecker semi-truck load out of here every week full of cattle for
slaughter. But since I bought the ten Herefords we've been
phasing out of market cattle and into the breeding business. It
offers good economic stability."
Soon after Greg 's purchase of the Hereford cows, he and

just that

would enable herd
expansion. With an initial 1,800 acres of good pasture, the
Choquettes set a goal of 150 registered purebred females.
They're at 125 head and still expanding. Additional acreage,
bringing the total to 2,293, now harbors the growing stronghold of Choquette bulls.
his father entered into partnership that

"Together we decided on a 50-50 partnership," shares

Greg, recalling the arrangement with his dad, an FFA alum"We borrowed money from the bank and bought 120
cows. That's when Choquette Herefords began."
As in many newly established farms, Choquette Herefords lost money in it's first year. Forced to keep and breed the
newly purchased cows, simply no stock existed to sell. But
Greg and Richard, with help from mom Donna and sister
Gwen, stuck it out and are now reaping profits every year.
"We've paid back practically all the loan," says Greg,
computing some quick figures out of his FFA record book.
"Our income is produced in several ways. Much of the debt
has been repaid by marketing yearling bull calves and
coming-two heifers (animals approaching two years old) We
recently sold a three-quarter interest in a bull for $5,000 and
nus.

.

still

retained
It's

semen

rights."

that kind of deal that

tion of fine, breeder

visual appraisal

"Our goal

—and
is

to

pays off debts. But the acquisi-

demanded animals

starts froni the first

often ends in the showring.

show prospective buyers

fine breeding

stock." continues Greg. "These animals are not for market.

We're building certified seed stock.

"Our best heifers are kept as replacements as we sell older
We figure even an exceptional cow is good for not over
ten years. In selecting heifers to keep, we look for a long,
tall-type animal. Now we're artificially inseminating our cows
cows.

herd bulls."
Semen ampules used by the Choquettes cost from $100 to
$300 per certificate, higher than the usual provision but carrying a "guarantee" of a live calf. Presently a local veterinarian
handles the inseminating but Greg is headed for AI training in
college. Choquette cows are bred to calve in spring and fall.
"We have a limited expansion planned," says Greg of his
calving goals. "We're already engaged in constant herd improvement. Total performance records (TPR) provided
through the American Hereford Association show the true
quality of our cattle.
"These kinds of records are very useful. Each printout
sheet gives a cow's production record, her calf's weight and
weaning age. Efficiency factors such as TPR ratios, a cow's
comparison with other stock, indicate how good an animal is."
Producing and maintaining high quality Hereford stock is
only half the battle in the breeder business. The other major
facet is won or lost in tough competition with a showring as an
to the nation's top

arena.

"Participation in

I.

shows has increased Greg 's proficiency

his homemade contraption, designed with a ball and hitch,
can be pulled by a pickup for easy jogging of show animals.

Mike lyrrel, FFA advisor at Franklin.
Writing in Greg's state- winning Beef Production proficiency

as a cattleman," says

award, Mike asserts, "Through the ring and other learning,
Greg has built a sound managerial program that will continue
to upgrade his entire operation."
"I've always wanted him to be a showman," adds
Richard, looking squarely at his son, "and he's proven himself. He hits around 20 shows a year. He doesn't win all the
time but he gets his share."
Sitting in a room with walls plastered by blue ribbons,
Greg adds, "You win every time you show, especially in the
registered breeding business. If we win a trophy, people remember the name. But even if we don't win a big prize, we've
still gotten exposure. We want our stock known statewide."
Coming-two bulls are the Choquettes' best sellers. The
reason? Exposure from shows, say Greg and Richard. And if
Choquette bulls keep going to prestigious regional consignment sales, where the animal is shown and sold, the herd's
good reputation will continue to grow. Building a name for

your

elements besides quality stock.
is most important for successful showing,"
advises Greg. "Properly done, grooming adds conformation
and class to an animal. Many times it makes the decision in
cattle takes

"Grooming

close placings.

"But grooming isn 't the whole story. Properly prepare the
animal long before grooming. Since we keep our show cattle in
a barn, they're jogged about a mile every day for exercise.
Then their hair is blown out and wetted for coolness and faster
hair growth."
Two unusual methods become obvious as Greg works out
his show cattle. Most noticeably, an
radio blares in the
barn, a trick that Greg says "keeps the stock calm even when
strangers walk in." Secondly, the cattle are jogged behind
Greg 's moving pickup, harnessed to a two- wheeled gizmo that
attaches to the truck bumper.
Besides showing, Greg busies himself with the not-soglamorous side of cattle ranching. Herd tagging and tattooing,
vaccinating, dipping, hoof trimming
all necessary duties in
Greg's line of work. College-bound with a desire to become a
certified public accountant, Greg hopes to return to the ranch
with not only cowboy skills, but business smarts, too.
Having attained numerous showmanship awards, champion cattle and a Nebraska state FFA office, you'd think Greg
would have reached at least one goal. Well, maybe he has. But
have you ever sped by something so fast you missed it?

AM

—

The showring

is

valuable "advertising" for Greg's calves, so
is given to an animal's preparation.

careful attention

Milestones

in

FFA History

IWWM.

Fourteenth

in a series of articles about
the history of FFA,

Girls

Become Members
By

ONE of

the

was

that

of admitting

in the in-

FFA

terpretation of a state law governing stu-

girls into the na-

dent organizations, the Massachusetts
Association was unable to comply with
the rule for about three years. At the 1934

come

tional organization as

Wilson Carries, Editor

"Because of a peculiarity

most controversial ques-

tions to ever

before the

members. Feelings

were strong on both sides of the issue.
Emotions ran high. And the question was
at times hotly debated on the floor of the
National FFA Conventions.
Finally the delegates to the 1969 National FFA Convention solved the issue
by voting to amend the FFA constitution
and make girls eligible for membership.
But girls in the FFA was not a question
confined to the sixties. It had been with
the organization almost from the beginning and became a hot issue in 1933.
Here is how the history FFA at 25 records
the developments at that time.
"The 1933 convention is perhaps best
remembered because it brought to a head
one of the hottest organizational questions of the day. The Massachusetts Association had permitted girls to become
members of the FFA. They had good
arguments. After all, girls could become
students of vocational agriculture and
was not FFA the organization of such
students?

"A majority of the delegates disagreed. They adopted a strongly worded
motion made by delegate Robert Stewart
of Montana that: 'The Massachusetts Association be given three months to conform to the national constitution or the
Board of Trustees be instructed to suspend Massachusetts.'

of FE4.

national convention the delegates relented somewhat and specified that girl
membership should be limited to a local
and state basis. They did, however, make
it clear that it was only a temporary con-

cession to permit Massachusetts to retain
its

charter until the situation could be

cleared."
In practice, girls did continue to participate in

FFA

activities in

some

states at

the state and local level until 1969

became

when

membership in
the national organization. Even then,
some states and local chapters were slow
to admit girls to membership. A few law
suits were threatened, but no serious
legal problem developed.
The change seemed to be a logical one
at the time but it did not come easy. As the
instructional program in vocational agriculture was expanded to include subthey

eligible for

such as horticulture and agribusiness, more girls were being enrolled.
Many letters came to The National
FUTURE FARMER magazine both pro
and con. But it was not easy to change
tradition. The FFA was launched and
conducted for several years as an organization for farm boys who were studying

jects

vocational agriculture. "The largest farm
boy organization in the world," was a

The first girl to serve as a national officer was elected in 1976. Julie Smiley, at far left,
from Mount Vernon, Washington, served FFA as western region vice president.

The

first all-girl

judging team to win a

was from Santa Maria,
From left, Delvert Clement,

national contest
California.

coach, Joan Lewotski, Judy Hickerson,
Sue Urias.

Many chapbanquets were billed as "father-son"

description frequently used.
ter

events.

The FFA magazine

said

it

was

published for "the young man on the
farm."
Whenever chapters took the issue to
their state Attorney General for a ruling,
in each case a decision was made that
girls had as much right as boys to belong
to the FFA. Within the FFA, some argued
that the Board of Directors should make
the decision and order all chapters and
state associations to

comply since

dele-

gates to the National Convention were
reluctant to vote for the change to girl

membership. Others said it should be
done democratically by a vote of the
delegates to the National FFA Conven-

—

tion. Finally in 1969, the delegates took

the necessary action.

A review of FFA activities and programs in recent years indicates that girls
have been accepted into the FFA without
reservations. They have been chapter and
state presidents, received the state and
American Farmer degrees, served on
winning judging teams, competed in the
national public speaking contest, served
as national officers

the

FFA

in

many

and participated

number of girl
known, one estimate put
exact

bership

at

in

Though the
members is not

other ways.

70,000

in

the girl

mem-

1979.

The National
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Energy-saving transportation
Energy-producing resources

SatitaFe progress
Energy

the plus contributing to the strength and growth of the Santa Fe.
Our energy-efficient transportation operations are setting all-time
records, as Piggy-Back rail service and unit trainloads of coal continue to
increase in number to meet the nation's increasing needs for fuel-saving
transportation.
Oil development exceeds 45,000 barrels a day and more than 400 million
tons of coal are being developed in New Mexico by our Santa Fe energyproducing resources companies.

For information about

tlie

many ways we can serve you,

SANTA FE INDUSTRIES,
Chicago,

III.

60604, (312)

224
427-4900
INC.,

S.

write or call:

Michigan Ave.,

From Trash
One of

FUTURE

A Kind

•

Owned by FFA
Operated by FFA
For FFA

That's right. Totally

owned by FFA mem-

them. Controlled by
the National FFA Board of Directors and
National FFA Officers.

and operated

bers

Maui High

in

cafeteria leftovers into a profitable prod-

There is only one official supplier of FFA
merchandise. It is National FFA Supply
Service, Alexandria, Virginia.

•

at

Hawaii have developed a
secret formula for converting their
School

•

Farmers

to Treasure

for

income above the cost of operation is
used by the organization for the benefit
not as profit to any
of FFA members
All

microbial action, thus speeding the decomposing process. Instead of the usual

uct.

Stanley Yoshimoto, teacher and advisor of the school's Silversword

for use in six weeks.

but does require special attention.

"Our

school cafeteria is fortunate to
be equipped with a shredder," he begins.
Disposable lunch trays, milk cartons and

members

all

go

into this

machine. Our

place the shredded and bagged

pulp into wheelbarrows, take it back to
the ag area and dump it into a compost

heap."

—

individual.

Don't be mislead by companies trying to
commercialize on the name and emblem

compost is ready
The process is fast,

three to six months, the

FFA

Chapter describes the recycling project.

food scraps

Once piled, certain chemicals are
applied to control flies and odor.
Selected fertilizers are added to enhance

Maui students emptying fresh pulp from
the cafeteria onto the compost heap.

If it is not from the National
FFA
Supply Service located at Alexandria, Virginia, it is not official.

of FFA.

"During the decomposition period,"
explains Stanley, "students turn the
compost over with shovels and hoes
twice a week. In dry weather, the heap is
irrigated to keep the microbes alive and
active."
Biologically, composting requires the
presence of bacteria. The organisms
eventually die after breaking down the
molecular structure of the waste. When
bacteria terminates, a rich supply of nitrogen and phosphorus compounds is released. Plants can utilize the resulting
nutrients when compost is added to the

Your advisor is mailed a catalog
each summer. See him to order your

soil.

FFA

the original pile will have decreased in

At the end of the composting period,

items.

50 percent due to a natural
breakdown. It is then fumigated to kill
any harmful organisms and weed seed
that might have blown in.
size about

Support FFA! Order from the:

National

FFA Supply

Service
P. O Box IS159
Alexandria, Virginia 22309

"tolled

Hereford
Caps CSiy Shirts
New

Polled Hereford Caps

T-Shirt Design

2 styles— Solid red cotton twill

Popular two-color imprint

Brown heather

Red nylon

Contrasting rib-knit neck and sleeves
75% cotton/25^o polyester in heavyweight

back

twill with

white mesh

knit

Machine washable

Order form: Remit to American Polled Hereford Assn., Junior Activities Dept.,
4700 E. 63rd St., Kansas City, Mo. 64130

Name:.
Address:_

.State,

T-Shirts (adult sizes) No.
-X-LG.
Caps:
Solid caps No
LG. NoSM.

No

_Zip_

LG.

No

Mesh caps

Total No.-

No.

MED.

No.-

-JSM.

_LG.

No.-

-SM.

T-Shirts

(a

$5 each

Caps

(a

$5 each

$—
S—

Total remittance $-

(Must accompany order)
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Ha\/ea blast.
Workers sealing the edge of the

plastic

cover before they release the fumlgant.
Direct costs of the project are minimal
since cafeteria

manager Mildred Okuda

gives the chapter the basic ingredients.
profit margin is excellent even
though the FFA's selling price is limited
by the prices of competitive products
such as chicken manure. Nevertheless,
Advisor Yoshimoto says sales are doing

The

And

the

list

of potential targets

goes on and on. Villainous varmints. Pesky pests. Identified flying objects. Snakes in the grass.

quite well.

the finished

and bagged product to a local garden
shop that has a standing order for all we
can produce. We only wish we had a
larger supply, then we would have a
broader market."
Chapter members have experimented
with the fertilizer on various garden
crops. Each crop has grown "beautifully
much better than control groups."
By accident, the students found the product to be an excellent medium for cultur.

.

.

mushrooms.
The compost

ing

is

sold under the trade

name "Terra-Nutri Con." "Terra"
comes from the word "terrestrial,"
meaning earth or land. "Nutri" is a derivative of "nutrient," and "Con" is
short for "conditioner."

As

the

name

implies, the chapter advertises their

product as
ents."

"a

soil

conditioner with nutri-

The chapter is registering the
name and formula to protect FFA's
est

Handgun

Approx.

"We've been wholesaling

trade
inter-

from outside competition.

.22

Shot

*

Size

Shot

Velocity

Muzzle

of

.22

LR

No. 12

165

1,000 fps

.22

WMR

No. 11

172

1,050 fps

.38/357

No.

9

135

1,100 fps

Mag

No.

9

210

1

LR

,38/.357

Sure, plinking's fun with a handrifle. But with these
plastic-capsuled shotshells from
the good ol' boys, it's a blast.
All you need is a .22 LR.
A .22 WMR. A .38 or .357. Or a
.44 l\/lagnum. And you're ready
for the wonderful world of
shotgunning, without
having to buy one.

gun or

The

plastic

capsules protect
both the shot and
your barrel. So
these beauties

work smooth
as silk in any
rifle

.44

,200 fps

'Course, before you can get in on
the fun, you've got to get into

your friendly neighborhood gun
shop. The folks there will be

happy to

sell

some CCI-Speer

shotshells to a shooter of your
caliber.

But don't be surprised

if

your

handgun or rifle also
turns out to be your favorite
favorite

shotgun.

or

handgun.

Sporting Equipment
Diifision

OMARK,

IMDUSTRIES
Snake River Avenue, Lewiston. Idaho 83501

"Come
the

on, Elsie! We've got to cull out
hands that aren t producing!"

Oaober-November, 1979

Get the whole shootin' match from the good ol' boys: CCI primers and ammo, Speer bullets and

RGBS reloading tools.
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16 Steps to Successful Learning

And

Better

Grades
the case of short items like spelling

words
so

—

whelps fix what we have learned
remembered much longer. The
seems to be to catch what was

it's

trick

learned as

about to

it is

slip

away.

Bean active learner. Learning may

9

not occur unless there is some activity.
Some subjects, typing for example, force

we have to make
Have you ever resented a teacher asking you to question
the ideas in a book you reported on? The
teacher wasn't trying to make life harder
for you but encouraging you to actively
examine what you had read.
The last seven steps will help overcome handicaps in learning which come
us to be active. In others
the activity ourselves.

These suggestions can help you make better grades and
more while setting your own guidelines for learning.

learn

from our feelings.
10. Give yourself little rewards. A
grade at the end of the grading period is a
distant objective and leaves room for
"really getting down to work next week."
Promise yourself a little reward for finishing homework and another for getting
a better grade on the next quiz.
11. Face up to the problems that are
distracting you. All kinds of problems
in school, social life, or family

By Dan Gleason

DO

sit through some classes tounprepared because you have
stopped trying to understand what is
going on? Do you daydream through

you

tally

classes

and study halls?

Do you

feel

you

the feeling of a fresh start.

The next

five steps will help

what you are trying
mind and muscles.
5.

Pay

you get
your

to learn into

attention in class. Trying to

your grades?
Here are 16 steps that can help if you
honestly want to learn.
The first four steps put you on the job

get a start on tomorrow's homework, or
even next period's, while following the
class with one ear is something almost
everybody does once in a while; but it is a
mistake. By doing this we build the habit
of "getting by" rather than the habit of
giving all our attention to the work at

ready to learn.

hand.

are drifting along, passing courses without learning anything? Do you feel you
are being put at less than your true value
in

Be physically ready to do your best.
Remember that growing up means taking
1

responsibility for your

own

health.

Have definite times and places to
study and keep the tools you will need at
2.

hand.
3 Get started on assignments without
wasting time. Remember how good you

about yourself the last time you used
a last period Friday study hall to get
felt

on Monday's homework?
Reduce the clutter in which you
generally operate. Most of us work in a
confusion of our own making and a
started
4.

periodic cleaning out of books, locker
and desk is important. It also generates

48

6.

Make

use of available help.

When

we have trouble we often clam-up and try
to work out of it alone or go to tiie other
extreme of talking to everybody and listening to nobody. Ask for help from
someone who can analyze the problem
and help reveal your mistakes.
7. Make outlining a learning tool.
Outlining organizes a subject and makes
it our own. A rough outline you work out
for yourself on the back of an old test is
better than a beautiful outline copied unthinkingly from the textbook.
8 Review early and often Psychologists have discovered that reviewing
within a few hours
or even minutes in
.

—

—may

worry you. Some you can do nothing
about. But at least inventory your problems and find those you can do something about. Then do it. Unresolved
problems create a feeling of powerlessness which is apt to spread into all parts

of our lives. On the other hand, energy
and confidence follow progress in solving them.
12. Don't be your own booing sec-\
tion. We talk glibly about inferiority
complexes but most of us carry around
false limits on what we can do. Freeing
ourselves of these limits is a long and
hard job. Don't always assume your family, teachers, and friends are only trying
to cheer you up when they declare you
are doing better than you give yourself
credit for.

Focus on what you are trying to
If you don't, you will focus on
yourself. We often focus on ourselves
when we work on difficult things and end
up with a series of "I" sentences I must
13.

learn.

—

.

.

., I

can't

.

.

., I

will.

.

.

.

When

this

happens, our efforts to learn are surrounded by such a mixture of hope and
fear that it is hard to see exactly what we
are doing.
If a first effort fails

less

hope and more

we

try

fear,

again with

and repeat

(Continued on Page 52)
The National
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Choose your destination:

TECHNICAL SCHOOL
one of over 140 advanced job

Work
^

"'
:

skills.

in

Learn on modern equipment.

beside professionals.

-l

ipOMMUNITY COLLEGE OF THE
rork

-.:

•^'^«^

After high school, you can train

AIR FORCE. A chance

toward an Associate Degree— and a good salary

a

AIR FORCE ROTC. Scholarships pay full tuition. $100 a
month tax free. Books and lab fees.
AIR FORCE ACADEMY An education of unparalleled
excellence. If you think you've got what it takes, give it a try
AIR FORCE OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL. After college,
you can put what you've learned to use— and learn more.
AIR FORCE RESERVE. Stay at home. Serve your country
part time. Earn an extra paycheck.

GO AHEAD.
attached card. Or

Talk to your Air Force recruiter. Mail in the

call toll

free

800-523-5000 (PA: 800-362-5696).

Get going today

We can get you to where you want to go.

i1

GREAT WAY OF LIFE.

^IR FORCER

16 Steps
(Continued from Page 48)

exactly what

was done

first time including whatever kept us from succeeding.

An everyday example is checking a column of figures over and over and getting
the

same answer each time which we

know

wrong.

is

14.

tences.

Watch out for more "I" senThey are great enemies of learn-

ing, tricky
tell

us

if

hurdle

and

we

all

persistent. First they will

grit

our teeth and try we can

the troublesome details of

learning. Then they whisper, since the
main thing is how hard one tries, why not

spell,

mood? Or they change
and tell us since we can never
understand grammar, swim, or you

name

it,

wait for the right
their tactics

15.

we should give up.
Work to master what you are

studying.

When

becomes a

strength and

Ask for Nocona Boots where

quality western boots are sold. Style

shown "9052 with Genuine Anaconda Vamp.

NOCONA BOOT COMPANY- ENID JUSTIN, PRESIDENT DEPT. NF9052.BOX 599- NOCONA, TEXAS 76255 -(817) 825-3321
•

something

is

mastered

it

part of us, gives additional

new

opportunities.

Mastering a subject sounds massive
and forbidding but it is the most natural
thing in the world. You are working to
master a subject when you become totally
involved in the subject itself.
16. Don't push yourself too hard.
Steady work, day in, day out, will pay
off. If you throw yourself into school
work determined to produce instant results, you will be like the people who go
on reducing diets with a great flourish
and drop them within a week. All you
will have for your trouble is another "I"
sentence. "I really tried hard but it didn't
work."
With these steps in mind, you can use
common sense and can set your own
guidelines for learning. Have confidence
in yourself, be honest with yourself, do a
reasonable amount of work and your
learning will be successful.
The grades?
They will take care of themselves.

^i^

'Oh boy, now we can build that new
wing."
The National
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ACTION
Wes Reed and Craig

Knighten,

A

was

highlight of the trip

Jepson.

a trip in a

around the area that was
from the air,
you realize just how large and wild this
area really is. It is all water and timber.
Wolves were heard every day, as they are
very numerous there.
The trip took 30 hours of driving each
way but all agreed that it was well worth

float plane

fished. Seeing the country

it.

UPINTHETREETOPS
Buckeye

Hills Career Center, located
Rio Grande, Ohio, was chosen as
Ohio's pilot sawmill and logging high
school program due to the vast timber
resources and numerous timber industries in southeastern Ohio. This joint vocational school serves the juniors and
seniors from nine high schools throughout Gallia, Jackson and Vinton Counties.
in

Buckeye Hills is the only high school
Ohio with an operational sawmill in
the curriculum. Each day, juniors and
in

A

BIG FISH

STORY

1 hour of academic class,
hours of forestry-related classroom
lecture and discussion and 3'/2 hours of
actual labor experience. The junior class
curriculum is primarily logging and the
senior class studies mainly sawmill oper-

seniors receive

The catch was a good one this year for the Douglas, Wyoming, FFA Chapter on their
big fishing expedition to Canada. Members pay their own way for the seven days.

The Douglas, Wyoming, FFA Chapter
has returned from a 2,500-mile round
WoUoston Lake, Saskatchewan,
where they caught many fish, the largest
of which was a 20-pound Northern Pike
caught by Kevin Knighten.
Several other fish that weighed 19, 18,
17 and 12 pounds were also landed and

trip to

everyone caught at least a 6-pounder.
Seventeen members and guests made
the trip to

Canada

in a school bus.

Boats and guides were used because of
the size of the lake

—

it is

the largest lake

completely in Saskatchewan. It is larger
than Lac LaRouge. Cabins were used to
house the chapter which was divided into
four different groups with four or five per
cabin Each group did their own cooking
.

Each day

by loading the boats
with fishing gear, raincoats and lunches.
At noon all boats would meet on an island
to eat lunch. The second day for lunch the
group cooked 13 fresh lake trout.
The weather was clear to overcast each
day, which was a contrast to last year,

when

started

rained every day.
After fishing until 4 o'clock, the boats
returned to camp (sometimes as far as 35
it

miles by water). Fish were filleted and
October-November, 1979

taken to be frozen until the trip home.
Supper was prepared and then many
members went fishing again from the
shore or a short distance with the boats.

Bedtime was usually around
o'clock.

(It

11

gets dark about 11:30

or 12

active in local, district, and state
activities

is

around 2 or 3).
Wolloston Lake is located about 150
miles south of the Northwest Territories
or 220 miles north of Lac LaRouge.
there are

and lumber grading.
Students in the forestry program are

ation

and

light again

From Lac LaRouge,

\Vi

220 miles

of dirt road which takes about six to
seven hours to travel.

Each member pays $130

FFA

and community service proj-

ects involving forestry skills. In addition
to the

FFA

dents are

involvement,

members of

all

the

forestry stu-

Ohio Forestry

Association. This organization gives
valuable assistance to the students following graduation in areas of employment, equipment purchasing and many

for the
This includes the cabins,

other areas.
The juniors are presently logging a

boats, guides, fish freezing, gasoline and

nearby tract of timber, which is owned by
Mr. Bob Evans, Rio Grande, Ohio. The
timber is harvested as they use the
school's chainsaws, bulldozer, log truck
and hydraulic knuckleboom log loader

seven-day

trip.

food while

at the lake.

Fishing licenses cost $10

if

16 years or

over. This is the seventh year the

FFA

chapter has fished in Canada since 1970

and the third at Wolloston Lake. The first
year the trip cost each member $45
Members and guests participating
were Bill Stewart, Cody Stewart, Merlin

Frye, Bret Frye, Terry Nachtman,
Harold Hardesty, Steve Bennett, Jr.,
Steve Bennett, Sr Gene Dziardziel, Eric
,

Dziardziel, Phillip Dziardziel, Dean
Horr, Jim Horn, Colt Rodeman, Kevin

Other subjects which the junior class
covers would include timber cruising,
equipment safety and maintenance,
first-aid, log scaling and grading, reforestation, soil and water conservation,
wildlife management and wood utilization.

The

seniors are trained in the setup,
(Continued on Page 55}
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Check These

IN

BUMPER

ACTION
(Pick up the

SNICKERS!
WANT

to have

some fun? Read

the

bumper stickers below.
have more fun? Stick one

farm-oriented

Want
or more

to

on your car, pickup,
even your combine!

of these

or

tractor,

They're just

bO^i

each— three for $1 .00.

;:

[..

[J

L
L
1

'

Omk

You Love Pork!

If

Kick the Habit

— Smoke

Bacon

Hog Raising Is Boating
Sows Make Gteat Mudders
Dig Pigs
Hog Raisets Are Gilty People
I

Sows
I'm

Aren't Fined for Littering

Rooting

for

Hogs

0470 Hog Raising Is a Swill Business
0513 Pork Producers Are Hog Wild
0455 Dairymen Do Butter
0456 l^ilk Puts You in a Good Ivloo-d
0457 Dairymen Have Great Hands
0484 Get High on Milk.Our Cows Are on Grass
0454 For Dairymen, It's in the Bag
0483 Swish to Milk
0458 Dairymen Have Lots of Pull
0459 For Dairymen, No Moos Is Bad News
0461 Dairy Wives Have Nice Calves
0498 Put the Squeeze on a Cow Drink Milk
0284 Milk Is Udderly Fantastic!
0460 Cheese — the Whey to Go
0326 Seller You Love Beef
0462 Bulls Live Happily for Heifer & Heifer
0463 Cattlemen Have a Legitimate Beef
0465 Never Give a Heifer a Bum Steer
0485 I'm Bullish on Beef
0515 What's My Beef Angus
0516 What's My Beef Herefords
0486 We're Poultry Producers — We're a

I

L

L
r.
L.

L
i

I

L
I["-

!

r

and saws the logs which are delivered by
Another very important
portion of the senior curriculum is
lumber scaling and grading. Other areas
the junior class.

in the senior

year include fork

wood

utiliza-

and on-the-job training during a
co-op training session.
The local timber industry has responded very favorably to this relatively
new program in many ways. They have
supported many field trips and provided

employment for many students through
summer employment, co-op training ses-

It

If

LJ

operation and maintenance of the school
sawmill. The senior class scales, grades

of training

0517
0487
0349
0518
0489
0494
0488
0497
0491
0490
0480
0481
0482
0O41
0519
0474
0475
0476
0479
0520
0521
0522
0523
0524
0525
0526
0527
0528
0529
0530
0531
0532

Real Chicken Outfit!
Our Business Is Laying an Egg
Ewe'll Love

Beep

Lamb

Sheep!
Lamb Producers Feel Sheepish
Corn Farmers Have Big Ears
Delasslers Have Lots of Pull
for

Wheat Growers Have Flour Power
Irrigators Are a Bunch of Leakers
Cotton Farming Is No Soft Job

sions and permanent full-time employ-

ment

after graduation.

the Health of

It

Proud to Be a Country Boy
Proud to Be a Country Gal
Super Farmer
Sugar Producers Really Raise Cane
Grain Growers Keep Sowing Their Oats
Hay Growers Keep Baling Out
Hay Today, Gone to Mow'
Potato Growers Keep Chipping Away
I'm

Growing Beans Is a Real Gas
Beet Growers Have
Sweet
It

Raising Cherries

Is

the Pits

Tobacco Men Are Burley
Horse Riders Are
Kennel Operators
Old Ranchers Are
Who Cares About

Kind ol Racey

Have It Ruff!
Over the Hills
Apathy''

To order any of the above stickers, simply put
an "X" in the box beside each sticker you want
and send this entire ad with your payment. Add
25<? for postage and handling for up to 6 stickers;
50t? for more than 6.

Name
(please print)

Address.

Zip

Send

entire ad w/payment to: Country Store,
Suite 790, Box 572, Milwaukee Wl 53201.

DOUBLE IMAGE
When the Overton, Texas, FFA voted for
chapter sweetheart, there was a

tie

vote

between twins Patty and Susan Stroud.
So the officers bought a sweetheart
jacket for both honor student juniors.

Mr. Alson Turner of Greenfield, Inhobby of leather
work into a profitable business for his
family and his two sons who are both FFA
members of our Greenfield Central FFA
Chapter.
Mr. Turner's son Charlie is currently
serving as president of the chapter. As a
diana, has developed a

total

surprise for his officer initiation

had made him a leather
with a hand-tooled and colored

his office

with a rising sun depicting

and Charlie's

Also as a special

made

initials

gift to the

on

it.

advisor he

a similar billfold with the

emblem

and an owl. (J W. McCain, Advisor)
.

THE CHICKEN OR THE EGG
The Wallace-Rose

Hill,

North Caro-

Agriculture Production 2 class took
on a project at the beginning of the school
lina,

year of 100 baby chicks that were donated

by a local firm.
Within eight weeks, 68 of the 100
broilers averaged 4.71 pounds weighed at
slaughter. While the chickens were

we took

a tour of the processing
brought our birds back and the
home economics department kept them
frozen for us until we needed some for the
two barbeque dinners we had at school

dressed

plant.

We

for the
Clly_

.

These people also

I'r

I'm

bfetter

LEATHER ART

FFA emblem,

'm Proud to Be a Farm Wife
'm Proud to Be a Farmer
'm Proud to Be a Farmer's Daughter

weeks old and egg production gets
every week.
We have enjoyed our project this year
and are planning to have a repeat next
year but to add incubation. (C.J Barnes,
Advisor)
are 25

culture Supervisor)

billfold

lor

My Bag

After getting rid of the excess roosters

we were left with ten hens. At 21 weeks
old we gathered our first eggs. Now they

equipment and skills needed to provide
immediate graduate placement in the
local timber industry. (Larry Marr, Agri-

We

Farm

until they

much

gift, his father

Is

weeks

advice and direction to the
school in the areas of curriculum,

provide

Cotton Comes from a Super Boll
Farming's Worth Crowin' About

Ag

remained for about
were put on breeder
mash for putting the shell on the eggs.
for layers. There they

ten
53)

tion

Slogan Selection

No.

L 0286
L: 0466
L 0467
[
0469
0473
0468
r
0471
C: 0325

ACTION from Page

truck operation, welding,

Code

After slaughtering the rapid growers
rest of our chickens
(25) on pullet developer to prepare them

we decided to put the

FFA members.

Twenty-five of the 100 birds were
grown much slower. After three weeks of
age they were put on cornmeal and re-

mained on it until the faster growing
were carried to the market.

ACTION

LINES

• Collect barbed wire. Or planter
plates.

Or burlap

bags.

• You bring in wood for the fireplace.
• Add some colorful new clothes to
your wardrobe.
• Polish your shoes
• Start a free throw competition.
• Spotlight chrysanthemums in
bloom.
• Be the first in your chapter to lose
five pounds.
• Do you have an FFA windbreaker?
• Do without a couple of cookies next

week

for dessert.

• Travel in Europe or South America
with an FFA Work Experience
Abroad.
• Keep a scrapbook of your younger
brother and give it to him years later.
• Remember your Grandma or someone else who loves to get mail.
• Sing out loud in church.
• Paint a picture on a slice of wood
cut out of that old tree.

• Color

a

picture in your

little

brother's coloring book.

• Give away your old ball cap.
• Just go ahead and cry.
• Climb to the top of the windmill.

broilers
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met to see who was most deft at
applying harness, knee boots and all that
other equipment and jog a horse around
the track for a couple of miles.
students

FFA members all, the students represented various BOCES from across the
state, including the host, Orange-Ulster

BOCES

in Goshen. (BOCES, acronym
Board of Cooperative Educational
Services, is an annex to the state's high
school system, enabling juniors and

for

seniors to divide their school time be-

tween academics and occupational education.)

Each contestant was supplied with a
horse to harness and jog, as a panel of
distinguished judges watched their every

BACK TO SCHOOL
The Lynchburg-Clay, Ohio, Chapter had
a "former member night" and invited

them to attend the school basketball
game with their families, sit in a marked
section and visit the ag classroom to see
photos and souvenirs of the past.

HORSES

IN HISTORY
You couldn't find a more appropriate

place for this competition than

New

Goshen,

York. Goshen, "The Cradle of the

Trotter," was again the site of the seventh
annual New York State FFA Harness
Horse Grooming competition. There, at
America's most venerable harness track,

group of top "horse course"

Historic, a

Below "Trish" Beattie hitches up for her
competitive run of the day to exhibit her
horsemanship skills. Above, she blankets her horse after the 2-mile run.

move. The panel consisted of Harry
Pownall, member of the Hall of Fame;
Leo McNamara, manager of nearby Pine
Hollow, one of the top Standardbred stud
farms in the country; Dick Hamilton of
the U.S. Trotting Association; and Jack
Clark, head of the Department of Animal
Science at Cobleskill State University.
Helping with the details of the contest
and representing FFA was Roy T. Denniston, state advisor.

The "home team " emerged victorious
this year. The second-year contest was

won by
Vutianitis

trophy.

Patricia Beattie,

while Joyce

came away with

the first-year

Both are from Orange County.

(Walter Latzko)

AVER

"
It

has been proven that

For more details, write to:
Bud

Bolinjrer

Bolinger Ranch

59714

Belgrade.. Mt

Robert L. Coday
RFD 1, Box 31
Mansfield,

MO 65704

Coleman'5 Pinzgauer Farm
Oarriel Coleman
Star Route. Box

Bloomsdale.

1

14

MO 63627

Diamond Bar D
Gary L. Dyer
Box 147
Brady,

MT 59416

October-November, 1979

it

John House
1 1807
Rofiden Road

CA 95361

Pinzgauer Ranch
John B. Groh!
235 School Street
Oakdale, CA 95361
K Bar L Pinzgauers
Dick Kellett
Route 4, Box 1968
Key.-rtone

Sherman.

make

TX 75090

Del Lambert
Route 1
Manhattan. MT 5974

P.O.

BOX

1003,

Larson
Kicking L Ranch
Route 2
Stromsburg, NE 68U66

W.

Route 1 Box 711
Rosharon, TX 77583

Sparks Pinzgauer Farms
P.O. Box 2058

J.

D. Reavis

Box 87
Mission. TX 78583
Red River Farms
Route

2,

David Bradley

Alvene B. Leinweber
Palouse Pinzgauer Breedei
Route 2, Box 106A
Colfax, W.\ 9911 1
L.

Mewbourn

Route 2
Ben Wheeler,

NORMAN, OK 73070

Trina Pine
,

1

.'Mien

L.

'Steaei!>i

a pound of beef with Pinzgouer cattle.

AMERICAN PINZGAUER ASSOCIATION,

Robert \V. Hall
Keystone Pinzgauer Breeders
2155 16th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94 116
H Bar L
Oakdale.

takes less feed to

Jan\es Woniack

TN 37066
Dan Scott Pinzgauers
Route 1. Box 33
Murchison. TX 75778
Gallatin.

-i.

Victoria.

Ill

TX 77901

Frank Terrj'
P.O. Box 297
Edinburg.

TX

7i

539

Richard Tuthlll
P.U. Cattle Ranch
P.O. Box 13128
San Diego. CA 92113

Wyoming Pinzgauer Ranch
Route

TX 75754

Sparks.

2,

Sheridan.

Box 525
Wy 82801
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Cover Story

DO
YOU

SHOW
CATTLE?
Learn The Secrets
Of Professior^ai

A Start in

Farming

From Tight Management
and Rented Ground

Cattle Fitters

NEVi/
1979
Edition

Judging

Over

Trends

125 Pages

Breed

Full Color

Histories

Photos

Now

tionors
tion

how

Loaded with

the professionals win top

the

from breed histories

most up

to date inlorma-

show

ring techniques.

to

photos A
complete guide to help the beginner as well as
experienced show person take home the purple.
Recommended for all 4-H and FFA clubs Be a
winner this year and order your copy today
Fully illustrated with detailed color

Order By Mail Today!

Show &

THORWALD

Miller's

farmstead

blends 450 acres of row crops with

Great Christmas Gift
you can learn

Nebraska's Jeflf Miller expanded his operation
by proving himself as a careful farm manager.

Sale Supply Co.

2828 North 5th Street. Dept. SBJ-749,
Box 11126. Carter Lake. Iowa 68112

P.O.

the flat grain-growing countryside sur-

rounding North Bend, Nebraska. The
farm, steeped in family tradition and lovingly called "the old homeplace," yields
an annual pay load of corn, milo, soybeans and wheat. The crops still maturing, long stretches of well-placed plants
wait patiently for the coming harvest.

Thorwald, addressed as "Doc" by the
ground has for many
years. A deceased millionaire's family
owns the farm and has for many years.
But the rent is so reasonable, Doc's son
Jeff says, "We've never had the need to
buy any farm ground."
The 60-40 partnership with the owners
(the Millers receive 60 percent) is a solid,
manageable arrangement for the Miller

—

locals, rents his

—

-^.''<D

OLD COINS

0»i

BEGINNERS BARGAIN
All

4

Coins only

$350
Mercury Dime. Buffalo Nickel. Indian Penny
plus FREE Uncirculated Coin Gift

*

•Fine Grade or belter with full clear dales Add
50c postage Salistaclion guaranteed Quick
shipment FREE brochure with order

THE MINT

Dept. NF, Box 9326

Kansas

Cily.

MO 64133

INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT SPECIAL!

PILOT'S GLASSES AT
UNBELIEVABLE PRICES!
ONLSr

•
•
•

To order, send check or money order (include $1 .00
lor postage and handling) to U.S. Optics. Dept. 330.
P.O. Box 14206 Atlanta, GA 30324. (Please specify
gold or silver frames.) SPECIAL: Order now and get
TWO PAIR for $13 plus one dollar handling charge.

FREE! During this limited offer.
Deluxe velour lined protective case. A $3.00 value.
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"I

actually started

FROM

my

farm project

working with
on

because of our
I haven't been
able to build a herd. I've always wanted
FFA's State Farmer degree, though, so I
knew I should keep my project growing.
The answer came in sharing some ground
with Dad."
restriction

cattle but
facilities,

father-son partnership applied to

project through.

Hardened Metal Frames
Money Back Guarantee

LIMITED OFFER

Millers totally control the

with cattle," says Jeff, past chapter president of the North Bend FFA. "I enjoy

The

Impact Resistant
Handcrafted
Polished Glass Lenses

•

The

farming and split the receipts with the
owners. Because of the rental arrangement, 18-year-old Jeff hit upon a way to
expand his FFA supervised project.

30 acres of the Miller farm. Doc wanted
to see his son get a start in farming so a
"gentleman's agreement" provided the
start. It would be up to Jeff to see the

$6.95
•

family.

U.S.

OPTICS

"Dad let me use the 30 acres as compensation for past labor," Jeff explains,
recalling the years spent helping with
family chores. "I set up corn test plots on
the acreage. The seed company furnished
the seed and I provided labor, fertilizer
and herbicide.

I

used Dad's equipment,

figured the hours on the machinery and

paid him for the usage.

on the

plots,

money

I

cleared $2,000

that

I

needed for

reinvestment."
Doc's ready assistance with land and
machinery wasn't just a free gift. Jeff had

proven earlier to his father that a young
man could successfully manage a farm
project. Before entering FFA, Jeff had
profited from buying, fattening, showing
and selling three commercial calves.

owner of five show calves,
spends hours readying his ani-

Presently the
Jeff

still

mals for area stock events.
Proficient handling of one farm project
often leads to avenues for greater respon-

Jeff's

painstaking grooming technique

reflects his love for

showing

cattle.

.

sibility. Along with brother Larry, a
sophomore North Bend FFA member,
Jeff is now engaged in an 88-head feeder
pig operation. Cropland rounds out his
integrated program, allpwing for feeding
of farm-grown grain.
The pigs and crops' enterprise didn't
sprout up overnight. Several years of
stepping-stone expansion and tight management are represented in the equipment, stock and capital goods compris-

ing the project.

"From my first calves and my test
I made some good money," shares

plots

"but I've always preferred investment over saving. I save some money in
an account but I put most of it back into
Jeff,

my

project.

my sophomore

"In

year of high
would be
more feasible than cattle for our farm. I
then went 50-50 with a swine owner on a
few hogs. He paid for the feed and I
furnished facilities. I did the showing and
wound up with a reserve champion."
Although the hogs produced no great
income, Jeff's interest in swine was
sparked by the partnership arrangement.
He later purchased 17 registered Duroc
feeder pigs from the North Bend FFA
iChapter, a buy that would yield state fair
•champions in both gilt and barrow
school,

I

realized that pigs

Iclasses

Reflected in his early success with
production farming, Jeff's business dealings and contact with older farmers
sshowed him the value of keeping good

"Careful management is defkey to a productive project,"
asserts Jeff. "You must keep track of
efficiency factors such as average daily

'records.

initely a

gain

(ADG),

litter

numbers and mortality

rates.

know what an animal's rate
may lose money by reinvest-

Rich

"If I don't
of gain

is, I

Nebraska

soil,

farmed by

Jeff

and

his family for years,

bears forth

healthy yields of crops such as corn, soybeans and milo.

same type of animal. That
may be very bad. Sometimes judges at shows will check ADG
ing in the

animal's

ADG

records, too."

crossbred usually does a lot of growing
then puts on fat. A purebred, though,
matures much faster. Past records help

filing taxes, Jeff refers to his up-to-date

you decide what

and cor-

records for statistics needed to properly

amounts for different growth

report his operation's financial standing.

pounds fed per
pound gained on both his pigs and show
calves, a figure he says "shows you what
you're getting from what you're putting

rect

in.

stages."

Jeff also keeps track of

"With our show beef

stock,

we

feed

4 pounds of feed per 1 pound of
once fed ground ear com to
increase roughage consumption but
we're using a 'hot' ration now, one more
enriched with carbohydrates, fats and
proteins The hot ration seems to increase
rate of gain and feed efficiency."
Jeff also closely monitors his swine
feeding, providing the hogs a properly
rationed mixture of Miller-grown ground
fine com and oats.
"Purebred and crossbred hogs should
3y2 to

gain.

We

.

be fed differently," Jeff advises.
October-November. 1979

"A

rations to feed

security tax obligation and files an

itemized long form for federal taxes. In

"Vocational agriculture," says

Jeff,

Naturally, agribusiness and farm
production ventures necessitate close

"was my only class in high school that
considered management topics cash

money management. Having expanded

flow, insurance, taxes and others. Vo-ag

from a share of 30 acres to 100 percent
ownership of 63 acres of com, soybeans
and milo, Jeff has familiarized himself

was my most important class. Without
management, you never know where you

with outside opportunities to better manage his operation. For instance, he participates in

govemment

set- aside

programs

to qualify for certain financial benefits

such as disaster payments and

commod-

ity loans.

In keeping with
tions, Jeff

govemment

regula-

pays and maintains his social

—

stand."
Jeff

is

heading for studies

in agricul-

economics and animal science at the
University of Nebraska. With a strong
background in vo-ag, FFA judging and
tural

leadership events, stock

show organizing

and farm business, Jeff Miller will probably always know where he stands
and

—

where he's going.
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Promote the FFA
and Vo-Ag Program
Every Day
of the Year

Every Chapter Should

Have Some

Official

1980 FFA Calendars
Hanging Up

how

Here's

forms

to

in the

in

the Community.

participate:

new Supply

Use

order

Service catalog

or from

the free sample kit which is
available on request. Then get a committee to work on the project and decide
whether or not your chapter should contact a business sponsor to pay for the calendars that the chapter can pass out promoting both the firm and the FFA. Or
should the FFA buy their own calendars
and say Thank You to the community.
For individuals who want calendars or
chapters who want to try just a small
amount (without their chapter's name imprinted on them), use the forms below.

Please send the following:

Please send the calendars

Set of All Five Styles

@

$2.00

stand

they

I

have a general

checked.
Imprint

I

SPECIAL PUBLIC

under-

message

RELATIONS PACKAGE

about FFA on them, not our name.
(Sove

75*)

HOME &
DESK

FOR CHAPTERS

OFFICE

@

@

7S<

Name
Chapters should get in an order for Calendars to distribute in the community,
too. At the bank, fire station, post office, county court house, elevator, veterinarian's office, school library, or principal's office. Encourage your chapter to

650
Chapter

POSTER

@

$1.00

@

WAILET

Address

WATCH CRYSTAL
PUBLIC

SPECIAL

@

PACKAGE

order now.

25*

@

250

City

RELATIONS

Clip

(

and Postage

and mail

this

ZIP

Coupon

Official

Va. orders add 4

Included

%

Home &

FFA Calendar Department

in Price)

state tax)

P.O.Box 15130
Alexandria, Va. 22309

FARMER

25 Desk Style

Office Style

25 Wallet Style

15 Poster Style
10

The National FUTURE
is

to:

50

$50.00

TOTAL CASH OR
CHECK ENCLOSED
(Shipping

and State,

Regular
$73.75
value

Watch Crystal

All for

Style

$50.00

Includes Shipping Costs, too!

.

TRY A DYNAMIC DORSET
You

will

be glad you

When

CIRCUITEER®

did!

—

GROOMER

going places The breed
characteristics that no other breed has

Go with the breed that

is

with built in
unless by scientific means. SHEEPMEN are getting
wise to the ability of the DORSET
Write
for
more information and breeders list
CONTINENTAL DORSET CLUB, P.O. Box 577,
Hudson, Iowa 50643.

Winter

Comes, Winterize

Fitting cattle
IS

easy and

fast with

you own
IFyou
should be thinking of winterizing
expensive farm machinery,

your investments.
Clemson University, South Carolina,
agricultural engineers say machines such
as combines and cotton pickers are ready
for storage as soon as the last beans and
pods have been harvested in November
and early December.
Even growers who will use their com-

CIRCUITEER

you move, send both your old
and new addresses. Keep your
magazine coming.

If

to protect

bines again in early spring for small grain

crops

Dryer-Fluffers.

They're
quality-made

and

l\M\.Mmimm

W
J

...and

reasonably

HIGH

Lumberyard Prices!
the

to

right

—

trees

turns out smooth, true-cut

lumber every time. No
required.

perience

Seryd for tree brochure today!

ex-

Saw

yoi

logS or lumber for others and

;

excellent sparetime

make

income— no crew

irECTRTc CLEANER CO.

is

needed, for power, use tractor PTO or

Osseo, Wis. 54758

HP diesel or electric unit.
meet every requirement and

low

other

Send brochure

A size to
pocketbook-time payments may be arranged.

months.

The engineers suggest these guide-

Send postcard

BELSAW

FREE

tor

details'

Salesman Will Call
Kansas City, Mo. 64111

.Vo Obligalion^.S'o

MACHINERY Co. 3055 Teld Bldg.

lines:

—Clean up equipment by washing

surface accumulations of
oil

gum,

dirt

off

Southeastern Minnesota. The position will involve
mapping and sampling soil and making fertilizer recommendations based on the laboratory analysis. Salary plus commission. Please send resume to Gary
55060.
Steuart, 524 E. Vine, Owatonna,

In small, air-cooled engines, re-

oil,

the plug and put in a

STATE

Position available for a person with agricultural degree and farm experience. This person will serve as
an Eg consultant for farmers in a two-county area in

water- filled tires.

move

few drops of

ZIP

Send for free information, color brochure
L
that tells about the duties of a
GAME WARDEN, CONSERVATION OFFICER

^

MN

Send for free

turning over a couple of times to

course. Learn

distribute.

— charge
disconnect
where won't
and
—Grease, touch up
Fully

and store

battery,

in a place

paint

oil,

vice equipment to have

it

it

facts
at

about exciting Conservation

home, spare

time.

No

obligation.

will call.

-Age_

Guarantee

50

ser-

_Zip_

^

NORTH AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CONSERVATION
^

4S00 Campus

Dr..

Depl. OEOf?. Newport Beach,

CA 92SG0

ready for next

season. This prevents rusting and

all

damCUSTOM

"Special attention should be given irrigation equipment, too," says engineer
Charles Privette. "Like other equipment
it should be cleaned up, the battery removed and the engine and workings
lubricated. Antifreeze should be put in
and the piping system should be drained
the ground level."

Hoses and any removable parts should
go under shelter. By utilizing proper
maintenance methods. Old Man Winter
won't be as tough on your valuable machinery.

purpose

knife for the

____

age to parts.

down below

k^ no salesman

YEAR

10

freeze

it

to:

NAME
ADD
CITY

POSITION AVAILABLE

and

and inspect it for needed repairs.
Put antifreeze into water tanks and

—
—

priced.

SAWMILL

Belsaw goes

Portable

may have their equipment standing

idle for several

Hot-Blower-

ouidoorsman. Offers
you the quality of
made models selling for much

GIFTS

— Practical — Unique. Beautiful
Handcrafted Heirloom Quality Hardwood
Clocks — Electric. Monev Back Guarantee

more' Hand polished imported surg
steel blade has SAFETY LOCK to prevent^
accidental closing. Ei^pensive Pacca

wood
and

handle.

liner.

SOLID BRASS

Special

bolsters

Popular 4" size (7V." open).

BROKEN IN 10 YEARS WE
WILL REPLACE AT NO
CHARGE! Use 30 days, money
IF

back

if nol pleased. Send
$4.50 plus 48< postage &

TODAY Midwest
W-7336

handling
Knife Co.. Dcpt.

9043

Western Ave..
Chicago. III. 60620,
Mail orders only.
S.

/

Banjo

^
$150.00 WEEKLY!

WEBSTER
245BO-1 East 25th, New York, NY 10010

Is

5

'25.00

Mantel

Webster, America's authoritative dictionary
company needs home workers to update
local mailing lists. All ages, experience unnecessary. FREE details. Send name, address and phone number to

This

'

S29.95

Specify Clock, add '1.00 for postage and
handling. Make Checks Payable to: Cove
Valley Crafts, P.O. Box 31, Williamsburg,

Pa. 16693

the truck that Jack built

He saved
$1000.
YOU can too!

you money. Engine is
completely assembled; frame is welded and painted.
You just bolt everything together (using common

Easy-to-build semi-kit can save

-

,

^°°^^ 3"^ °^'' 22":x34", fully illustrated
jm.
/iP*» struction sheet) and start hauling!

in-

& Stratton engine
Automatic transmission with forward and reverse.

• 11 H.P. Briggs

• Electric start standard.
Hydraulic disc brakes with parking valve standard.
• Full, one-quarter ton payload capacity.
• Dumping bed measures 44V2"x40'x11".
'^:^ • Electric powered model also available.

1

"My husband drives
October-November. 1979

JJn/tU

in his sleep."

For your FREE
color brochure write;
or phone (616) 849-3400.

Carl Heald,
Dept. FU-910

P.O.

Inc.,

Box 1148,

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
59

As

the farmer's daughter

came down

the stairs dressed in ragged shirt and

The

sheriff of a small

Ozark town was
one night the

also the veterinarian. Late

jeans, her mother said, "It's one thing to

phone rang. An excited voice asked:

be a farmer's daughter, but it's another to
look like a farmer's son."
Brenda MacRae

Lem

Havana, Kansas

"Yes," his wife replied:

him

"Is

there?"

"Do you want

capacity as the vet or sheriff?"
"Both," came the answer. "We can't
in his

get our bulldog to open his mouth
there's

a burglar

and

in it."

Bobbie Mae Cooley
Bowen, Illinois

A new judge was at a loss as to how to

DAV W/LL
KEEP

f\

sentence a bootlegger
guilty.

COL.SANDERS

The lion sprang upon the bull and devoured him. After he had feasted, he felt
so good that he roared. The noise attracted hunters and they killed him. The
moral of which is that when you are full
of bull you should keep your mouth shut.
Theresa Gartner
Preston, Minnesota

who had pleaded

He called up the former judge and

said, "I've got old

Rotgut the bootlegger

what shall I give him?"
"Don't give him a cent over $5,"
the former judge, "/ never did."

"Two men are outside," someone said
manager of the ball team. "They
want passes-they say they' re friends of
to the

the umpire."

"Throw 'em out." said the manager,
."
'Wo umpire's got two friends
Jason Moore

here,

Liberty,

A

least

medical student,

to finance his

Norma

Keith

cation, helped a butcher in the

Centerville,

Ohio

and went

Zodxtf'^^

edu-

morning

to medical school at night.
evening, as he wheeled an apprehensive patient into the surgery room,
she started screaming. "Oh, my gosh,"

One

"Dad, can you help

Jon:

Kentucky

said

me find

common denominator

in

the

this

math?"

One farmer to another: "Did you ever
wonder what the speed of lightning
would be if it didn't stop to zig-zag?"
Tim Koehn

"What? Don't tell me they
haven't found that yet. They were looking
for it when I was in school."

Apple River,

Father;

she screamed,

"It's

Linda Willadsen
Van Buren, Arkansas

Illinois

Charlie, the

the butcher!"

Greenhand

Karla Nelson
Ellsworth, Wisconsin

"But when you married me you promised to love, honor and obey," the
newly wed bride sobbed.
"Yeah," he said, "but I didn't want to
start an argument in front of everybody."
Chuck Sukut
Sisseton, South Dakota
Jon: "The doctor told me to drink some
lemon juice after a hot bath."
Tom: "Well, did you drink it?"
Jon: 'Wo, / haven' t finished drinking

the hot bath yet."

Steve Hansen

Aurora, Nebraska
"Honey," said a

man

to his wife,

"/

would be the happiest man in the world if
you could bake bread like my mother
used to bake."
"Dear," she replied, "/ would be the
happiest woman alive if you could make
dough like my dad used to."
John Elyard
Bedford, Pennsylvania
60

"Actually, I

have quite a sizeable cashflow, but

it's

in the

wrong

FUTURE FARMER ujiU pay $2.00 for each joke selected for publication on this page. Jokes muit
be submitted on post cards addressed to The National FUTURE FARMER, Alexandria, Virginia 22309. In case
payment ivOl be for the first one received. Contributions cannot be acknowledged or returned.
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Recipe: Clean

and pat dry

t .¥

the bird; saute sliced apples, raisins

roast at

350° fori

to

3 hours:

and onions

in butter;

make gravy from pan juices,

mix with bread crumbs seasoned with cinnamon:
stock

and currant felly; garnish with

stuff bird

with mixture:

pickled pears.

THERE'S ONLYONE WAY TO MAKE
JAMES BAY GOOSE.

THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY TO MAKE A MARLIN.
You've got to be there. You've got to see for
yourself the natural phenomenon that is goose
hunting on James Bay.
The geese just keep on coming. In tremendous
flocks that can block out the sun.
It's a very special hunting experience. And for a
very special eating experience, try James Bay Goose
sometime. Its taste is incomparable.
But only as long as you

American black walnut stock.

stick to the recipe.

The SuperGoose

That's important.

10-gauge repeater.
See the entire Marlin

A ventilated recoil

pad. And a convenient leather carrying strap.
The-55 will handle lead or steel shot, too.
It's also available in 55S slug gun version with
20" barrel and Improved Cylinder

choke.

And for extra
range and denser patterns, there's

Goose Gun.
The best value going in a

a special version of the Marlin
10.

line,

including popular-

priced Glenfield guns, at your Marlin dealer's. Also

Not just in
cooking. But in

gunmaking as well.
Consider the Marlin Goose Gun, for instance.
With its extra-long 36" precision-honed full choke
barrel and Magnum capability, the Model 55 Goose
Gun is the gun for those tough shots.
It's got a 2-shot clip magazine. A genuine

Atarlin

^

ask for our new, color catalog.
that

Or write and we'll see

you get one.

Incidentally, anyone high school age or
younger can win up to $2000 in the Marlin Hunter
Safety Essay Contest. Students must be enrolled
in, or have completed, a Hunter Safety Course.
Write for entry form. Marlin Firearms Co., North
Haven, CT 06473.

Madenowasthey werethen.

